UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

ALGONQUIN GAS TRANSMISSION, LLC )

DOCKET NUMBER: CP14-96

MOTION OF WEST ROXBURY INTERVENORS FOR A REHEARING
Now come a group of intervenors from the West Roxbury, adjacent neighborhoods of
Boston and the Town of Dedham who, pursuant to Rule 713 of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure, file this timely request for rehearing of the decision of the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission on March 3, 2015 to issue a certificate to Algonquin Gas
Transmission, LLC (Algonquin). That certificate, pursuant to Section 7( c) of the Natural Gas
Act, was issued to permit Algonquin to construct and operate the Algonquin Incremental Market
(AIM) Project. As grounds therefor, the intervenors state:
Statement of the Facts
1.

The Algonquin AIM Project consists of approximately 37.4 miles of pipeline and related

facilities in New York, Connecticut and Massachusetts, and an additional 81,620 horsepower of
compression at sites in New York, Connecticut and Rhode Island.1
2.

The Order Issuing the Certificate authorizes Algonquin, a wholly owned subsidiary of

Spectra Energy Corporation, to “install approximately 4.1 miles of 16-inch-diameter pipeline
and ad approximately 0.8 miles of 24-inch- diameter pipeline off its existing 1-4 System Lateral
in Norfolk and Suffolk Counties, Massachusetts.”2 The geographic areas affected by this order
include the Towns of Westwood and Dedham and the West Roxbury neighborhood of Boston.
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Algonquin Gas Transmission LLC, Order Issuing Certificate and Approving
Abandonment, 150 FERC ¶61,163 (March 3, 2015)(“Certificate Order”).
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Order at page 2.
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3.

In addition, the FERC’s order authorizes Algonquin to “construct a new meter station at

milepost (MP) 4.2 of the proposed West Roxbury Lateral to deliver natural gas to Boston Gas
Company in Suffolk County, Massachusetts (West Roxbury Meter Station)’ and “to modify 24
existing meter stations in New York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts.” 3 “Algonquin estimates
that the West Roxbury Lateral facilities will cost $95,293,105.”4
1. Community Profile and Impact
4.

West Roxbury is a densely settled urban neighborhood in the southwest part of the City of

Boston.5 The neighborhood encompasses 4.61 square miles, 4.56 of which consists of land and
0.5 of water. 30,246 residents live in the neighborhood, or approximately 4.9% of Boston’s total
population of 617,594.6 47.6% of the residents are male and 52.14 % female with 22.1% who
are sixty years of age of older.7 There are 13,042 units of housing. 8
5.

Four Boston Public Elementary Schools - the Ludwig van Beethoven Elementary School,

the William Ohrenberger School, the Joyce Kilmer K-8 School, and the Patrick Lyndon K-8
School - are located in West Roxbury, as is the West Roxbury Education Complex. The Joyce
Kilmer School is the only majority white school located in the district. The minority enrollment
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Order at page 4.
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Order, at page 4, n.5.
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“The proposed West Roxbury Lateral would be located in densely developed urban
neighborhood.” Final EIS, at 2-19.
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City of Boston Neighborhood Profile, Boston Redevelopment Authority.
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U.S. Census Bureau and Boston Redevelopment Authority, American Community
Survey, West Roxbury Neighborhood ( May, 2013).
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U.S. Census Bureau and Boston Redevelopment Authority, American Community
Survey, West Roxbury Neighborhood ( May, 2013).
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in these schools range from a low of 39.7% at that school to 88% at the West Roxbury Education
Complex.9
6.

Two Catholic elementary schools, Holy Name Parish School and St. Theresa of Avila

School, are located in West Roxbury.10 Catholic Memorial School, an all boys middle and high
school, is located on Baker Street within blocks of the proposed West Roxbury Lateral pipeline.
7.

“The Roxbury Latin School is an independent boys’ private day school in the West

Roxbury section of Boston, serving about 300 boys in grades seven through twelve (about 100
from the City of Boston. The school is open year-round, hosting several programs during the
summer for students. The school’s academic and athletic facilities total about 120 acres. The
West Roxbury Lateral would be located about 15 feet from the boundary of the school property
along Centre Street .”11
8.

“The St.Theresa of Avila School is a private Catholic school in the West Roxbury

section of Boston serving 300 to 400 students age three to eighth grade commuting to the school
from several surrounding parishes and towns. The St. Theresa of Avila Parish is located adjacent
to the school and faces Centre Street. The West Roxbury Lateral terminates at an interconnection
with National Grid’s facilities north of the intersection of Centre Street and Spring Street... about
295 feet southwest of the school and parish property.”12
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Massachusetts Department of Education profiles for 2014-2015.
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Final EIS 4-170.
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Final EIS 4-170.
Final EIS 4-170-171.
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9.

In addition, the proposed West Roxbury Lateral Pipeline would impact the Deutsches

Altenheim, a facility that includes a133 bed skilled nursing home facility, 62 assisted living
residences, a 30 client adult day health program,[that] provides a full spectrum of care to seniors,
from short-term rehabilitation, long-term care, outpatient rehabilitation, and a state-of-the-art
Alzheimer's/memory care unit. It employs over 300 full time and part time staff. Located at
2220-2222 Centre Street in West Roxbury since 1914, Deutsches Altenheim shares boundaries
with the Roxbury Latin School, a number of single-family residences, and a large open-pit
quarry (the West Roxbury Crushed Stone Co.). The only access for staff, visitors, vendors,
ambulances, and other emergency vehicles to our busy campus is by way of Centre Street, the
proposed location of the new high-pressure natural gas pipeline. 13
10.

The vast majority of West Roxbury’s businesses are located on or near Centre Street

in West Roxbury. In addition, Centre Street and Washington Street serve as vital traffic
connectors that serve as conduits for the daily movement of commuters and goods from suburban
towns to Boston proper.
11.

“Construction of the AIM Project will result in temporary to short-term increases in

traffic levels due to the construction workforce commuting to the project area, as well as the
movement of construction vehicles and delivery of equipment and materials to the construction
work area. In-street construction will also occur along the West Roxbury Lateral.”14
12.

“ In-street construction will affect traffic in the project area along the West Roxbury
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See Exhibit 1 attached hereto, a letter of concern sent by the nursing home’s Board of
Trustees to Spectra’s local attorneys.
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Order, at page 32.
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Lateral in Massachusetts, and may affect on-street parking and use of sidewalks adjacent to the
roadways.”15
13.

“Similarly, the intersection of Spring Street and Centre Street generally operates

acceptably throughout the day under existing conditions. During construction of the West
Roxbury Lateral, however, the northbound Centre Street right-turn lane will be blocked off
temporarily. This will be limited to only one phase of four traffic management phases planned
for this location. Nonetheless, lengthy delays will occur on the northbound Centre Street
approach to the intersection affected .”16
14.

“During pipeline construction within 0.25 mile of the area identified...impacts associated

with increased traffic, noise and dust, as well as impacts on visual resources could occur;
however, the impacts would be temporary and limited to the time of construction.”17
15.

“Construction of the AIM Project will occur within 50 feet of 332 residential structures

and 94 non-residential structures. The majority of the residences identified are located along the
West Roxbury Lateral, including many within 10 feet.”18
16.

“The West Roxbury Crushed Stone Quarry is located adjacent to the West Roxbury

Lateral and West Roxbury Meter Station, along Grove Street from MPs 4.2 to 4.4 in West
Roxbury, Massachusetts.”19
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Order, at page 32.
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Order, at page 32.
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Order, at page 27.
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Order, at page 22.
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17.

“The proposed West Roxbury M&R Station would be sited on a wooded property

located across the street from an active rock quarry. It would be bounded by residential
properties to the north, south, and west and there is a residence immediately adjacent to the
proposed facility off of Centre Street.”20
18.

“While the West Roxbury Lateral will require new permanent pipeline easements, the

majority of the new pipeline will be located within streets or public property, and therefore will

new pipeline easement on individual private properties. Most of the aboveground
facilities associated with the project will modify existing facilities on properties owned by
Algonquin.”21
19.

“The West Roxbury Lateral crosses a portion of the Charles River Basin, a state-

designated aquifer...’22
20.

“The West Roxbury Lateral would cross the Mother Brook reservation along

Washington Street and Post Lane in Dedham. The proposed pipeline would be installed within
Washington Street and would pass above the culvert that carries Mother Brook under
Washington Street.”23
21.

“ Construction on Washington Street would temporarily disrupt access to Mary Draper

Playground on Washington Street.” 24
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Final EIS 4-174.
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Order, at page 34.
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Final EIS 4-28.
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Final EIS 4-169.
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2. Concerns Expressed by State and Local Agencies,
Elected Officials and West Roxbury Residents
22.

The Mayor of the City of Boston, members of the Boston City Council, and

Massachusetts state and federally elected legislators have publicly expressed their concerns
about the proposed West Roxbury Lateral to FERC.25
23.

In addition, many West Roxbury residents and abutters to the proposed West Roxbury

Lateral have attended public meetings, expressed their concerns in public comments on FERC’s
docket in this proceeding and filed motions to intervene in this proceeding.
24.

These residents have been joined by a number of West Roxbury neighborhood and civic

organizations.
25.

In general, the concerns of residents and abutters have focused on safety, environmental

and health issues, along with traffic and quality of life concerns.26
26.

Equally important, however, a number of commentators, residents and intervenors

skeptics question whether Algonquin/Spectra - and the affiliated gas utilities that have an
common economic interest in the construction of the West Roxbury Lateral - have, in fact, met
their burden to show a need for the AIM project based upon existing and projected demand for
natural gas.
27.

Other residents and commenters have raised significant concerns about FERC’s

anecdotal, piecemeal approach to natural gas regulation, and its inability to create a
comprehensive, systematic set of policies that would uniformly address issues of natural gas
25

See the comments and responses from FERC entered on Docket CP14-96 and also
Exhibit 2, Massachusetts Siting Board Reply To FERC, at page 8.
26

See, for example, Exhibit 3 attached hereto, transcript of a public hearing conducted by
the Massachusetts DPU on December 3, 2014.
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permitting, planning, and the environmental and human costs. The current feudal-like regulatory
system and process enables gas companies and utilities, their shareholders’ demands, and their
substantial financial, political and legal resources to drive the decision-making process in their
best interests.
28.

Finally, other commenters and critics challenge the lack of transparency, openness,

and accountability of the Federal Energy Regulatory Agency and question whether FERC
operates as an agency that actually promotes the public interest, as it is expected to do.27
Statement of the Issues
FEC’s order, if not reconsidered or stayed, will have profoundly deleterious effects upon
the public safely, health and quality of life in West Roxbury, both in the short and long term,
and will exacerbate existing environmental problems such as existing methane emissions caused
by leaking natural gas all over the metropolitan Boston region. FERC’s authorization of a
certificate that permits Algonquin to proceed with the AIM project and to construct the West
Roxbury Lateral raises the following issues :
1.

Did FERC fail to address issues of public safety in its order and in its final EIS?

2.

Did FERC fail to address the full scope of environmental and health concerns in its order

and final EIS?
3.

Did FERC fail to address legal concerns under the Massachusetts Constitution posed by

Algonquin’s proposed exercise of easements over existing public lands?
4.

Did FERC abdicate its statutory responsibility to require that Algonquin Gas

27

15 U.S. Code§ 719 (a) Necessity of regulation in public interest .
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Transmission, LLC show a compelling need for the proposed project based upon current and
projected needs for Natural Gas ?
5.

Did FERC fail to discharge its statutory obligation to regulate in the public

interest?
Argument
1.

FERC Has Failed to Seriously Address the Issue of Public Safety as
It Affects the West Roxbury Community
The Energy Facilities Siting Board of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, as early as

September 29, 2014, expressed a number of public safety concerns to FERC after its review of
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement prepared as part of Algonquin’s application.
First, the Siting Board communicated concerns about the West Roxbury Lateral raised by
the public that (a) that the pressure at the proposed West Roxbury metering and regulating
station of 750 pounds per square inch was too high given the location of the station in a densely
settled residential area; (b) that the shut-off time in case of accident (potentially 90 seconds) was
too long; ( c) that ten miles is too great a distance between shut-off valves; (d) that the Project
requires gas pipeline welds that will eventually require inspection, and inspection of welds is
too infrequent to ensure safety along gas pipeline routes; (e) that the safety of pipelines installed
in streets with heavy trucking is questionable; and (f) that, in the event of a pipeline explosion,
the estimated blast radius of 300 feet would also affect surrounding residences by the fire that
accompanies an explosion at a natural gas pipeline. The Siting Board requested that FERC
specifically address each of these safety concerns in its next EIS. 28

28

Exhibit 2, Massachusetts Siting Board Reply To FERC, at page 4.
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Second, the Siting Board also expressed concerns about the proximity of the proposed
pipeline and its metering and regulating station, both of which would be located within feet of
the West Roxbury quarry (“West Roxbury Crushed Stone”), an active quarry where blasting
occurs on a regular basis. The Siting Board noted that Algonquin had provided a geotechnical
review of the impact on the project of blasting activity at West Roxbury Crushed Stone. The
consultant hired by Algonquin conceded that two existing water lines and one existing gas line
are located between the proposed pipeline and West Roxbury Quarry. The Siting Board
observed, however, that the report did answer to the question whether whether blasting at the
quarry had ever damaged these pipelines and emphasized that this information sought was
essential and needed to be included in the next EIS.29
Third, since Algonquin’s proposed pipeline would pass along Centre Street adjacent to
the West Roxbury quarry, the Siting Board reminded FERC and Algonquin of an act recently
passed by the Massachusetts Legislature: Effective October 1, 2014, this law, the Siting Board
stated, is directly relevant to operation of West Roxbury Crushed Stone and the alignment of the
pipeline. Section 7 of Chapter 149 provides:
Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary, explosive material, as defined
in 527 CMR 13.03, shall not be used to fire a blast in any blasting operation at a site
primarily used as a source of mined products from the earth if such site is within 500 feet
of a natural gas pipeline or metering and regulation station without written approval by
the department of public utilities.
The Siting Board noted that the term “explosion” under 527 CMR 13.03 is broadly inclusive
such that whatever the quarry uses for blasting would most likely qualify by definition as an
explosive material for regulatory purposes. The Siting Board further noted that, although some
portions of the quarry may lie outside the 500 foot radius established by Section7, sections of the
29

Exhibit 2, Massachusetts Energy Siting Board Reply To FERC, at page 4.
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proposed pipeline would come within 500 feet of the West Roxbury Crushed Stone property line,
as does the Metering and Regulating Station (M&R station). The Siting Board emphasized that,
although FERC was not bound by state law in this instance, the same was not true for the owners
of the quarry, who are subject to the provisions of the Massachusetts law. 30
Finally, the Siting Board recommended that, in addition to a review of the quarry and
pipeline safety concerns already noted, both FERC and Algonquin: “(1) analyze whether the
planned siting of the pipeline and M&R station might result in a violation of Massachusetts Acts
of 2014, Chapter 149, Section 7 by West Roxbury Crushed Stone in the course of its blasting
operations; and (2) consider the physical safety consequences posed by such blasting activities,
including the advisability of siting of the M&R station and any segments of the proposed
pipeline within 500 feet of the Quarry property line. The Siting Board emphasizes that regardless of whether the Project would result in the Quarry’s blasting activities violating
Massachusetts Acts of 2014, Chapter 149, Section 7 – it is important to ensure that the Project is
sited so that its location is consistent with the continued operation of the Quarry.”31
In its final Environmental Impact Statement, FERC dismissed the Siting Board’s first set
of concerns about pipeline safety and the danger of a natural gas explosion in a densely settled
urban neighborhood . Without any explanation, without citing any supporting data, and after
apparently relying solely upon the assurances of Algonquin, FERC claimed that “The pipeline
and aboveground facilities associated with the AIM Project would be designed, constructed,
operated, and maintained to meet or exceed the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety
Administration’s Minimum Federal Safety Standards in 49 CFR 192 and other applicable federal
30

Exhibit 2, Massachusetts Siting Board Reply To FERC, at pages 6-7.
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Exhibit 2, Massachusetts Siting Board Reply To FERC, at page7.
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and state regulations. The regulations include specifications for material selection and
qualifications; minimum design requirements; and protection of the pipeline from internal,
external, and atmospheric corrosion. By designing and operating the Project in accordance with
the applicable standards, the Project would not result in significant increased public safety
risk.”32
Consistent with its unwillingness to explain the basis for the conclusions contained in its
final EIS, FERC acknowledged that the West Roxbury Lateral terminated at an interconnection
with National Grid’s facilities north of the intersection of Centre Street and Spring Street, about
295 feet southwest of the St. Theresa of Avila School and parish property but insisted that “The
Project would not have any permanent impact on the school or parish” 33 and that the project
impact on St. Theresa of Avila School “would be temporary and limited to the period of active
construction.” 34
In addition, although FERC conceded that the West Roxbury Lateral would be located
about 15 feet from the boundary of Roxbury Latin School along Centre Street, and
acknowledged that “users of the baseball field may experience temporary noise and visual
impacts during the construction period,” it found that the West Roxbury Lateral “would not have
any permanent impact on the school itself.”

32

Final EIS - ES 8.

33

Final EIS 4-170-171.
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35

Final EIS ES-6. FERC did not require Algonquin to address the issue of whether it would
occupy any of property of St.Theresa of Avila School, Roxbury Latin School, or any public
school such as the Beethoven, Kilmer or Lyndon School during construction of the pipeline.
35

Final EIS 4-170.
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FERC, despite the Siting Board’s requests, was equally unresponsive and evasive in
addressing the Siting Board’s concerns about the public safety hazards posed by permitting
Algonquin Gas Transmission to lay a 24 inch diameter pipeline with 750 psi of pressure in a
heavily traveled street and building a Metering and Regulating Station and within feet of an
active quarry where blasting still occurs on a daily basis. It claimed only that, “Prior to the Draft
EIS , FERC considered several alternatives for the West Roxbury Lateral” and“We determined
that none of the route or site alternatives or variations would offer environmental advantages
over the project.”36
FERC also accepted at face value the integrity and accuracy of the third-party consultant
that Algonquin hired to justify its proposal to lay the pipeline and to build an M&R station next
to an active quarry: “Algonquin also retained the services of a local third-party geotechnical
consultant. Further blasting at the quarry would not damage the pipeline since it would be
constructed five feet below grade.”37 Not surprisingly, the geo-environmental consultant - whose
report Algonquin paid for - agreed with Algonquin and concluded that “the components of the
M&R station would not be any more sensitive to vibration disturbance or damage than the
underground pipeline; and that ground vibrations from blasting at the quarry would not be
disruptive to or damaging to the M&R Station.” 38
Lastly, FERC dismissed the legal effect of M.G.L. c, 149 § 7, as cited by the Mass.
Energy Facilities Siting Board, that prohibits any blasting or use of explosive materials within
500 feet of a natural gas pipeline or metering station. Its order did not mention the potential legal
36

Final EIS ES-10.
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Final EIS 4-5.
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Final EIS 4-6.
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conflict caused by M.G.L. 149§ 7, or address the legal consequences that, if not resolved, would
effectively amount to a condemnation of the quarry property. In its final EIS, FERC also
declined to weigh into the obvious conflict and concluded that it needn’t address the issue since
“There is already an existing natural gas pipeline (distribution line) closer to the quarry than the
proposed AIM Project Facilities. Therefore, any conflict with quarry operations associated with
this new project already exists. The AIM Project would not create any new conflict that the
quarry does not already have to address.”39
FERC’s attempts to minimize and to dismiss the Siting Board’s concerns about public
safety expressly ignore the provisions of 49 CFR § 192.317 that have been promulgated to
protect the public from hazards related to transportation of natural and other gas by pipelines.
That federal regulation requires, first, that the “(a) The operator must take all practicable steps to
protect each transmission line or main from washouts, floods, unstable soil, landslides, or other
hazards that may cause the pipeline to move or to sustain abnormal loads. In addition, the
operator must take all practicable steps to protect offshore pipelines from damage by mud slides,
water currents, hurricanes, ship anchors, and fishing operations.”
Secondly, “(b) Each aboveground transmission line or main, not located offshore or in
inland navigable water areas, must be protected from accidental damage by vehicular traffic or
other similar causes, either by being placed at a safe distance from the traffic or by installing
barricades.” It is difficult to comprehend how a 24 inch diameter pipeline with 750 psi of
pressure, laid in a bed of dirt and gravel, subject to vagaries of heavy rain and shifting soil,
beneath a heavily traveled thoroughfare, that passes within feet of an active quarry could
possibly comply with the provisions of 49 CFR § 192.317.
39

Final EIS 4-6.
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FERC’s seeming refusal to address the well-documented dangers posed by expanded
natural gas pipelines has left residents and local officials perplexed and disappointed. A report
prepared for Massachusetts Senator Markey, in July of 2013, warned that “Americans also
remain at risk from gas Explosions and other safety hazards caused by leaky natural gas
pipelines. From 2002 to 2012, almost 800 significant incidents on gas distribution pipelines,
including several hundred explosions, killed 116 people, injured 465 others, and caused more
than $800 million in property damage.”40
Joseph M. Lovett, a West Virginia environmental lawyer, in commenting on the proposed
West Roxbury Lateral to the Boston Globe, agreed that West Roxbury residents have clear
reason to be concerned. “The opportunity for accidents will always be there,’’ Lovett said.
“Natural gas lines fail all over the country.”41
Lastly, according to an article in Energy Security, the threat of a terrorist attack on
natural gas pipelines is very real.42 In its Order and in its Final EIS, FERC did not address this
issue, nor did it require, as a condition of its permit, that Algonquin address this very real
concern in a post 9-11 environment or to make contingency provisions.
Instead, in its Final EIS, FERC touts the economic benefits of the proposed Algonquin
Gas Transmission Project and notes the large number of public services - including police and
fire departments - along the proposed AIM project route.43 However, FERC’s oblique
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Exhibit 4 attached hereto, “America Pays For Gas Leaks,” July, 2013, at page 1.
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Meghan E. Irons “West Roxbury Gas Pipeline Proposal Draws Fire,” Boston Globe
January18, 2015.
42

“Pipeline Sabotage is Terrorist’s Weapon of Choice,” Energy Security, March 28, 2005.
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Final EIS 4-182-183.
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assurances of pipeline security and safety ring hollow. “Algonquin would operate and maintain
the newly constructed pipeline facilities in the same manner as they currently operate and
maintain their existing systems in compliance with PHMSA regulations provided in 49 CFR 192,
the FERC guidance at 18 CFR 380.15, and the maintenance provisions in Algonquin’s E&SCP.
Algonquin would add three full-time permanent workers for operation of the proposed and
modified facilities.”44
As the federal inspector and overseer for the safe operation of natural gas pipelines,
PHMSA admits that it is one of the smallest agencies within the Department of Transportation,
has a huge mission to oversee more than 2.6 million miles of our nation’s pipelines. Jeffrey
Wiese, the nation's top oil and gas pipeline safety official, has publicly conceded that the
regulatory process he oversees is "kind of dying." Wiese told several hundred oil and gas
pipeline compliance officers that his agency, the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials
Administration (PHMSA), has "very few tools to work with" in enforcing safety rules even after
Congress in 2011 allowed it to impose higher fines on companies that cause major accidents.
"Do I think I can hurt a major international corporation with a $2 million civil penalty? No," he
said. 45
The fact that PHMSA’s inspection habits and enforcement abilities are questionable
heightens the concerns West Roxbury and neighboring communities about the safety of the West
Roxbury Lateral. Even if PHMSA is able to inspect the pipelines, it is not clear that the agency
44
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Final EIS 2-41.

News Marcus Stern and Sebastian Jones, “Pipeline Safety Chief Says His Regulatory
Process Is 'Kind of Dying” Inside Climate News, Sept. 11, 2013 .
http://insideclimatenews.org/news/20130911/exclusive-pipeline-safety-chief-says-hisregulatory-process-ind-dying
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is able to enforce needed safety measures. This in turn leads to additional concerns about the
extent to which Spectra Energy will be held accountable over time for the safety of the pipeline.
Notwithstanding FERC’s assurances, which strike many as glib or perfunctory, the
agency has failed to provide any answers to the question of what would happen in the event of a
catastrophic gas explosion in West Roxbury? What would be the human, economic and
environmental costs to West Roxbury, the City of Boston and to adjacent communities? How
and in what ways would Algonquin Gas Transmission, LLC be held to account? And who, other
than presumably the first responders, citizens and taxpayers of Boston and Massachusetts would
be bear the burden of responding to such an event?
FERC’s seemingly utter indifference to the public safety issues posed by the construction
and operation of a highly pressured natural gas pipeline passing through a densely settled urban
neighborhood is unconscionable, inexplicable, reckless and irresponsible. It is also impossible to
square this with its statutory responsibility under 15 U.S. Code§ 719(a) that “Federal regulation
in matters relating to the transportation of natural gas and the sale thereof in interstate and
foreign commerce is necessary in the public interest.”
2.

FERC Has Failed to Seriously Address Environmental and Health Concerns
that Directly Affect West Roxbury in its Order and Final EIS
FERC released its final Environmental Impact Statement on January 23, 2015. One day

before an article appeared in the Boston Globe newspaper that described a study conducted by a
group of scientists led by Harvard University researchers.46 The study documented that the
amount of methane leaking from natural gas pipelines, storage facilities, and other sources in the
Boston area was as much as three times greater than previously estimated - a loss that
46

David Abel, Leaks in Boston area gas pipes exceed estimates,” Boston Globe, January
22, 2015.
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contributed to the region’s high energy costs and adds potent greenhouse gases to+ the
atmosphere. The authors of the study noted that the leaks would yield enough gas to heat as
many as 200,000 homes a year and are valued at $90 million a year. 47
The Globe article reported that the study - the first of its kind to quantify methane
emissions from natural gas leaks in an urban area - also suggested that regulators were
substantially underestimating the amount of the nation’s methane emissions - and that methane is
20 times more powerful than carbon dioxide, meaning small amounts of the heat-trapping gas
can have a significant impact on global warming.
“We were surprised to find that emissions are as high as they seem to be,” said Steven
Wofsy, a lead author of the study and professor of atmospheric chemistry at Harvard’s School of
Engineering and Applied Sciences. “Once we understand where they come from, we can find
ways to reduce them in a cost-effective way.”
The study, published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, relied on
measurements from September 2012 to August 2013 taken by laser spectrometers at Copley
Square, Boston University, Nahant, and the Harvard Forest in Petersham. The instruments found
about 300,000 metric tons of natural gas leaks - about 2.7 percent of all natural gas delivered to
the region. State and federal authorities had previously estimated that 1.1 percent of natural gas
was being lost to leaks from a range of sources in the area, including homes, businesses, and
electricity generation facilities.
According to the EPA, natural gas production and transportation systems were the second
largest anthropogenic source of methane in the U.S. in 2012, accounting for approximately
twenty three percent of national methane emissions. Production and transportation systems also
47

The Harvard study is attached hereto as Exhibit 5.
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emit significant carbon dioxide, accounting for almost one percent of national emissions in 2012.
In addition, the downstream combustion of natural gas in power plants and other applications
releases carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and other harmful air pollutants. 48
FERC, in its order and in its Final EIS, failed to acknowledge the polluting effects of
methane in Boston caused by leaking gas lines and the adverse affects of methane gas as a
known carcinogin detrimental to public health, although the existence of the methane leaks was
widely reported in the media more than two years earlier - as was the underlying study led by
Boston University scientists - who mapped and measured the underlying gas leaks.49 Rather than
address the impact of this known environmental and public health hazard, FERC simply echoed
the corporate mantra of Algonquin Gas Transmission, its corporate parent, Spectra, to assure the
public that all was well and the adverse environmental impact of the AIM Project and its West
Roxbury lateral component would be negligible.
Similarly, traffic, noise, concerns about congestion and the impact of the West Roxbury
Lateral are barely mentioned in FERC’s order and in the Final EIS, and when, and if, discussed,
minimized. “During pipeline construction within 0.25 mile of the area identified... impacts
associated with increased traffic, noise and dust, as well as impacts on visual resources could
occur; however, the impacts would be temporary and limited to the time of construction.”50
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, “Clean Energy: Natural Gas” (last updated Sep.
25, 2013), (estimating that natural gas -fired power plants releases, on average, 1135 pounds of
carbon dioxide and 1.7 pounds of nitrogen dioxide per MWh of electricity generated).
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“Mapping urban pipeline leaks: Methane leaks across Boston,” Environmental Pollution,
November, 2002. That underlying study is attached to this motion as Exhibit 6.
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Further, “Along the West Roxbury Lateral, the pipeline would primarily be placed within
streets in the vicinity of residential and commercial areas. Algonquin would use the in-street
construction method to install the pipeline within roadways. The work area would be isolated
from road and pedestrian traffic, and traffic controls would be used to allow traffic to bypass the
work area. No trenches would be left open overnight. With the exception of the end of the pipe,
which would be left exposed within the trench, the pipe trench would be backfilled at the end of
the day, and the open trench containing the exposed ends of the pipe would be plated. The work
would be accomplished so that emergency vehicles would be able to pass and homeowners
would be able to access their driveways. Algonquin has developed an acceptable Traffic
Management Plan for the West Roxbury Lateral as well as acceptable site-specific residential
construction plans for residences within 50 feet of the construction right-of-way (see sections
4.9.5 and 4.8.3, respectively).” 51
Finally, “The proposed West Roxbury M&R Station would be sited on a wooded
property located across the street from an active rock quarry. It would be bounded by residential
properties to the north, south, and west and there is a residence immediately adjacent to the
proposed facility off of Centre Street. Algonquin would maintain an existing wooded buffer
along the entire western portion of the property as well as portions on the north and south sides
of the site. Although maintaining a wooded buffer around the M&R station would provide
substantive visual screening, the location of the site in a dense residential area could result in
some visual impacts. Therefore, we recommend that: Prior to construction of the West
Roxbury M&R Station, Algonquin should file with the Secretary, for review and written
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Final EIS 4 -275.
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approval of the Director of OEP, a detailed site-specific landscaping plan for mitigation of
visual impacts at the station..” 52
FERC has also accepted at face value Algonquin’s assurances that it could be
trusted as a faithful steward of the environment and that there would be no detrimental effects
upon existing bodies of water, wet lands or watershed protection areas in or near West Roxbury.
Yet at the same time, FERC’s Final EIS acknowledged that “The West Roxbury Lateral would
cross the Mother Brook reservation along Washington Street and Post Lane in Dedham. The
proposed pipeline would be installed within Washington Street and would pass above the culvert
that carries mother brook under Washington Street.”53 “Mother Brook was originally dug in 1639
to deliver water from the Charles River to the Neponset River...the brook is now used as part of a
flood-control system that diverts water from the Charles River to the Neponset River.” 54 Also,
the Final EIS noted that “The West Roxbury Lateral crosses a portion of the Charles
River Basin, a state-designated aquifer...”55 However, FERC assures us, “No wetlands would be
affected in...Massachusetts.”56
3.

FERC Has Failed to Seriously Address Legal Concerns under the Massachusetts
Constitution Posed by Algonquin’s Proposed Exercise of Easements over Existing
Public Lands
The issue of access and the easements that Algonquin Gas Transmission, LLC proposes

to exercise over existing public lands, including public roads and rights-of-way, also received
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scant attention from FERC. The Final EIS concedes that construction on Washington Street
would cause temporarily disrupt access to Mary Draper Playground on Washington Street.57
With respect to the West Roxbury Quarry Urban Wild, the Final EIS concluded: “The
Project would have no direct impact on the urban wild lands. During the construction period,
temporary visual and noise impacts on recreational users of the urban wild could occur but
would be minor relative to the existing character of the area, due to the presence of the active
quarry, the dense existing residential development in the area, and the fact that only a small,
narrow portion of the urban wild is adjacent to the Project area.”58
The Final EIS fails to appreciate the extent of legal issues that the proposed West
Roxbury Lateral present when viewed within the context of environmental issues and public
health. Article 97 to the Massachusetts Constitution was adopted, in relevant part, to guarantee
the public “The right to clean air and water, freedom from excessive and unnecessary noise, and
the natural, scenic, historic, and esthetic qualities of their environment; and the protection of the
people in their right to the conservation, development and utilization of the agricultural, mineral,
forest, water, air and other natural resources is hereby declared to be a public purpose.” Article
97 further requires that “lands and easements taken or acquired for such purposes shall not be
used for other purposes or otherwise disposed of except by laws enacted by a two thirds vote,
taken by yeas and nays, of each branch of the general court.”
The interpretation of this constitutional provision has been broadly construed and
arguably includes all easements on public lands, including public roads. “Land originally
acquired for limited or specific pubic purposes is thus not to be excluded from the operation of
57
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the two-thirds roll–call vote requirement for lack of express invocation of the more general
purposes of Article 97.”59
The Final EIS adopted Algonquin Gas Transmission ’s claim that it could identify only
one possible Article 97 issue:“ Algonquin has conducted a review of possible Article 97 lands
crossed by the West Roxbury Lateral. Algonquin’s review suggests that Gonzalez Field in the
Town of Dedham (see above) is subject to Article 97.”60 In point of fact, however, the proposed
West Roxbury Lateral, in addition to interfering with the public’s access to identified public
lands above, and their use and enjoyment by the public, would also require the Algonquin to
convert the use of its existing easements along Washington and Centre Streets and West
Roxbury from a low gas-pressure pipeline with 100 psi of pressure to a 24 inch diameter pipeline
with 750 psi of pressure, which is arguably a new use. In addition, Algonquin/Spectra would
require the grant of a new easement at the intersection of Spring and Centre Streets to enable its
transmission facility to link up to that of National Grid (Boston Gas).
It is settled law that an easement is a taking and when granted may only be used
for the original, specific use intended. Hence, the proposed use of existing easements on public
lands and the proposed link at Spring and Centre Street, contrary to Algonquin’s denial, do raise
Article 97 issues, especially where, as here, the public policies that inform the article are entirely
consistent with existing federal environmental statutes that FERC is charged with enforcing.
Admittedly, the Natural Gas Act, 15 U.S.C. § 717(a) and (b), grants broad authority to
FERC to regulate interstate pipelines and facilities, and has been held by federal courts to
59

See the Opinion of the Massachusetts Attorney General, 1-1-73 and Mahajan v.
Department of Environmental Protection. 464 Mass. 604; 9844 N.E.2d 821; 201313 Mass.
LEXIS 47 (2013). These documents are attached as Exhibits 7 and 8 to this motion.
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preempt state regulations that impact upon the location, construction, operation, and maintenance
of natural gas pipeline.61 Nevertheless, a potential conflict exists between the guarantees of
Article 97 and the extent of any preemption that Congress intended to grant under the Natural
Gas Act exists. That conflict raises important and as yet unaddressed questions under the Tenth,
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution : (1) May a privately-owned
corporation condemn or alienate public lands when, as here, the need for the project has not been
clearly shown? (2) In addition, may a private, for- profit corporation Algonquin condemn private
and public lands where FERC has not required that Algonquin guarantee that the gas that flows
through the proposed West Roxbury Lateral - paid for by the rate-payers and consumers of
Massachusetts - will not ultimately be liquified and shipped from Maine or from Halifax, Nova
Scotia to Europe?62
4.

FERC Has Abdicated Its Statutory Responsibility to Require that
Algonquin Gas Transmission, LLC Show a Compelling Need for the
Proposed Project Based upon Current and Projected Needs for Natural Gas

The natural gas industry and their lobbyists appear have successfully persuaded the New
England Governors, other public officials at large and FERC itself that, without the AIM Project,
New England will suffer from a severe shortage of natural gas in the immediate or near future
and that because of increasing demand, capacity must be increased significantly. This
proposition is not supported by the existing evidence and it smacks of pure propaganda:
(1)

As discussed above, two scientific studies show that the amount of methane
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Schneiderwind v. ANP Pipeline Co., 485 U.S. 293 (1988) and ANR Pipeline v. Iowa
State Commerce Comm’n, 828 F.2d 465(8th Cir. 1987).
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See Exhibit 9 attached hereto, a map that shows the integration on natural gas pipelines
that will be created as a result of the West Roxbury lateral and the partnership of Spectra Energy,
Eversource Energy and National Grid.
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leaking from natural gas pipelines, storage facilities, and other sources in the Boston area was as
much as three times greater than previously estimated - a loss that has contributed to the region’s
high energy costs and adds potent greenhouse gases to the atmosphere. The article stated that the
authors of the study noted that the leaks would be enough to heat as many as 200,000 homes a
year with natural gas and that the value of gas lost was in excess of $90 million a year.63
(2)

As the EPA reported, natural gas production and transportation systems were the

second largest anthropogenic source of methane in the U.S. in 2012, accounting for approximately
twenty three percent of national methane emissions. Production and transportation systems also
emit significant carbon dioxide, and accounted for almost one percent of national emissions in
2012. In addition, the downstream combustion of natural gas in power plants and other
applications releases carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and other harmful air pollutants. 64
(3)

As the study prepared for Senator Markey has observed, “American consumers are

paying billions of dollars for natural gas that never reaches their homes, but instead leaks from
aging distribution pipelines...Gas distribution companies in 2011 releasing 69 billion cubic feet of
natural gas to the atmosphere, almost enough to meet the state of Maine’s gas needs for a year and
equal to the annual carbon dioxide emissions of about six million automobiles. 65
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“Mapping urban pipeline leaks: Methane leaks across Boston,” Environmental Pollution,
November, 2002, attached to this motion as Exhibit 6 and “Methane emissions from natural gas
infrastructure and use in the urban region of Boston, Massachusetts.” Proceedings of the
National Academy of Science, February 17, 2015, attached as Exhibit 5 to this motion for a
rehearing.
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, “Clean Energy: Natural Gas” (last updated Sep.
25, 2013), (estimating that natural gas -fired power plants releases, on average, 1135 pounds of
carbon dioxide and 1.7 pounds of nitrogen dioxide per MWh of electricity generated).
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Exhibit 4 attached hereto, “America Pays For Gas Leaks,” July, 2013, at page 1.That
study cites to a 2011 EPA Study, “Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Emissions and Sinks:19902103.” April, 2013.
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FERC has uncritically accepted Algonquin’s evidence for the need for increased natural
gas capacity, but has ignored other, independent economic studies other that have more carefully
examined the relationship between capacity, gas leaks and existing use and demand. FERC has
also neglected to consider other existing and available sources of natural gas such as liquified
natural gas to meet existing and projected energy needs. In an article that appeared in the Boston
Globe on March 23, 2015, 66 Frank Katulak, chief executive of Distrigas, stated “We already have
the infrastructure in place...We absolutely are an alternative to new pipelines. There’s no need for
major changes or new fees to pay for new pipelines.” The article reported that Distrigas’ LNG
terminal, located in Everett, Massachusetts, is running at about 50 percent capacity, despite a 60
percent increase in LNG shipments this year. A U.S. Energy Department graph that accompanied
the article showed that between 2009 and 2014, LNG imports into the U.S. declined from 54.4
billion cubic feet to 8.0 billion feet.67
Before it issued its Final EIS and its order, FERC also failed to consider the effect of
alternative energy sources - such as solar and wind - upon future natural gas demand. A report
released by the DOE in February of this year called into question the gas industry’s justification
for increased pipeline construction: In its Key Finding 1 , the DOE stated that, “Diverse sources of
natural gas supply and demand will reduce the need for additional interstate natural gas pipeline
infrastructure” and Key Finding 2 that “Higher utilization of existing interstate natural gas
pipeline infrastructure will reduce the need for new pipelines. The U.S. Pipeline system is not
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Jay Fitzgerald, “Pipeline opponents say LNG is underutilized.”
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fully utilized because the flow patterns have evolved with changes in supply and demand.” 68
The primary responsibility of any public regulatory agency, given the evidence that shows
pervasive gas leaks of billions of cubic fee of natural gas, would be to suspend all permits until
the natural gas industry took steps to curb emissions and to replace aging pipelines. Instead, it
appears that FERC has chosen rather than to rubber-stamp a proposal that increases gas-line
capacity without considering other feasible measures that could satisfy existing and future
demand. Because FERC ignored that responsibility, it also did not to consider the positive impacts
that conservation, and existing alternative sources of energy could have in the short-term while
awaiting the development of more robust solar, wind, geothermal and kinetic technologies along
with enhanced renewable battery-storage units.
The Commission’s failure to take into account the impact of the Atlantic Bridge project in
its evaluation of the public convenience and necessity of the AIM project violates the Natural Gas
Act and City of Pittsburgh v. FPA, 237 F.2d 741 (D.C. Cir. 1955), which holds that the
Commission may not “close its eyes” to the impact that future expansion may have for the cost or
need of the immediate proposal before the Commission.
Segmentation of the project is also incompatible with Commission’s Certificate Policy
Statement, Certification of New Interstate Natural Gas Pipeline Facilities, 88 FERC ¶61,227
(1999) which requires the Commission to find a need for the project, and discourages
overbuilding and duplication of facilities. Presently, PHMSA, on its website, reports that there
are more than 2.2 million miles of natural gas pipelines that crisscross the Untied States. Without
a comprehensive big picture view of the project as a whole, the Commission could not make the
68

“Natural Gas Infrastructure Implications of Increased Demand from the Electric Power
Sector,” U.S. Department of Energy, February, 2015 , at page v. See Exhibit 11, attached
hereto.
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required findings under the Certificate Policy Statement. Until and unless FERC adopts a
systematic, comprehensive policy to address natural gas permittingas part of a nationwide,
uniform system, it should revoke its certification and place the present Algonquin AIM Project on
hold.
5.

FERC Has Failed To Discharge Its Statutory
Obligation to Regulate in the Public Interest.

FERC is legally required to exercise its regulatory authority under the Natural Gas Act in
accordance with 15 U.S. Code § 719 (a) “Necessity of regulation in public interest” in which the
U.S. States Congress “declared that the business of transporting and selling natural gas for
ultimate distribution to the public is affected with a public interest, and that Federal regulation in
matters relating to the transportation of natural gas and the sale thereof in interstate and foreign
commerce is necessary in the public interest.”
From the outset, the administrative process that culminated in the instant certification
order was flawed and lacked transparency. A January 5, 2015 letter to FERC from West Roxbury
resident and the chairperson of West Roxbury Saves Energy, Rickie Harvey, aptly sums up the
experiences of intervenors in this motion for a rehearing. Ms. Harvey stated, “We are writing in
regard to Spectra's Algonquin Incremental Market (AIM) expansion project, docket
#CP14-96-000, and in particular in regard to the portion of the AIM project designated as the
West Roxbury Lateral.” The letter continued:
As the deadline for the Final Environmental Impact Statement approaches, we feel
compelled to go on record with our objections to a process that has not been transparent
and that has not considered adverse impacts to an existing residential neighborhood in
locating a high-pressure transmission lateral as part of AIM. It also has not truly
considered alternatives to the local supply requests. And, further, it has not taken into
account the cumulative impacts of related projects.
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In addition, our requests for health and safety information and/or reviews in regard to
placing a high-pressure line and M&R station in a densely populated neighborhood and
adjacent to an active, blasting quarry have gone unaddressed.
In conclusion, we believe that the AIM project requires further study and information prior
to approval. However, if FERC feels it must approve the AIM project, then we request
that you sever the West Roxbury Lateral, as it is not integral to the project and its sole
purpose is to provide gas to one local distribution company without identifying reasonable
alternatives.69
Ms. Harvey’s legitimate concerns about the lack of transparency, openness and FERC’s
seeming rush to judgment were confirmed and underscored when, just one day before FERC
issued its certification order, the Environmental Protection Agency issued its review of the Final
EIS.70 The EPA raised a number of environmental issues that neither FERC nor Algonquin
satisfactorily considered but, because FERC has issued its final order, without reconsideration,
those concerns will not be addressed by the EPA, by FERC or by the public at large.
As part of its oversight and regulation of the natural gas permitting process, FERC is
obliged to review all natural gas pipeline permit applications in conformity with all existing U.S.
environmental laws and regulations and, if a permit application is found to be non-compliant, to
deny certification. FERC has failed to do so in this proceeding.
The instant administrative proceeding shows that FERC adopted, uncritically and with
little independent expert analysis or investigation, the assurances of Algonquin Gas Transmission
and the natural gas lobby about the need and safety of the AIM Project. Algonquin Gas
Transmission and its corporate parent- Spectra Energy Corporation - have been controlling the
outcome of the instant permit process from the outset, although their combined environmental
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track records show that these two entities are little better than serial offenders.71 According to the
Boston Globe, U.S. Department of Transportation data shows that Spectra has amassed more than
a $350,000 in fines for failure to inspect transmission lines; Spectra’s Texas Eastern Transmission
LP company has been fined $361,900 since 2006; and Algonquin Gas Transmission LLC paid
$154,000 in fines for
failing to inspect transmission line valves, retain records of internal corrosion for five years, and
check pressure regulating stations.72
The contest between Algonquin Transmission and the public in this proceeding has pit the
public at an extreme disadvantage, given the financial resources of Spectra and the natural gas
lobby as a whole. Although the process that FERC oversees purports to ensure a kind of parity
between the interests of those that benefit from the certification process - the natural gas industry
and its shareholders - and the interests of citizens who are burdened, the contest is invariably
unequal. One is reminded of the observation of Anatole France, “The law, in its majestic equality,
forbids the rich as well as the poor to sleep under bridges, to beg in the streets, and to steal bread.”
FERC’s endorsement of the AIM Project and the West Roxbury Lateral Component, in
light of the facts discussed above, is indefensible. In addition, its certification undermines the
public’s confidence in the regulatory process and gives credence to the criticisms leveled by
Robert Kennedy, Jr. and others who have suggested that FERC is little less than a rogue agency
and a shill for the natural gas industry.
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The Vancouver Sun in a February 21, 2015 article by Larry Pynn and Chad Skeleton
described Spectra Energy as the province of British Columbia’s worst polluter.
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Meghan E. Irons “West Roxbury Gas Pipeline Proposal Draws Fire,” Boston Globe
January18, 2015.
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Conclusion
The Federal Regulatory Agency, in order to ensure the integrity of its process, to assuage
concerns about its independence and impartiality as a federal regulatory agency, and to protect the
public interest, as charged, must, as a matter of law, and in the interests of fundamental justice and
equal access to the law, reconsider its decision to issue a certification and allow a rehearing on
the merits.
WHEREFORE, based upon above-stated concerns, these intervenors request that their
motion for a rehearing be granted.

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Paul Nevins
Paul L. Nevins, individually and as the attorney
for the intervenors identified below

Certification of List of Intervenors Who Have Joined in this Motion
The undersigned certifies that he has been retained and requested to file this motion for a
rehearing on behalf of the individuals and organizations listed below who have previously
intervened in this administrative proceeding:
Matthew Butler
Charles River Spring Valley Neighborhood Association
Conservation Law Foundation
Foundation for a Green Future. Inc.
Rickie Harvey, Chair, West Roxbury Saves Energy
Virginia Hickey
Paul Horn
David Ludlow
Mary McMahon
Paul Nevins
Alexandra Shumway
Karen Weber
/s/ Paul L. Nevins
Paul L. Nevins
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Certificate of Compliance
The undersigned hereby certifies that this document, filed through the- E-filing system on
April 2, 2015, will be sent electronically to the registered participants as identified on the notice of
Electronic Filing .
/s/ Paul L. Nevins
Paul L. Nevins
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

ENERGY FACILITIES SITING BOARD
ONE SOUTH STATION

BOSTON, MA 02110
(617) 305-3525

DEVAL L. PATRICK
GOVERNOR

September 29, 2014
VIA ELECTRONIC FILING

Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
888 First Street, N.E.
Washington, DC 20426

Re:

Jon N. Bonsall, Esq.
Keegan Werlin, LLP
265 Franklin Street
Boston, MA 02110
COUNSEL TO ALGONQUIN
GAS TRANSMISSION, LLC

Algonquin Gas Transmission, LLC, Docket No. CP14-96-000

Dear Ms. Bose and Mr. Bonsall:
The Massachusetts Energy Facilities Siting Board (“Siting Board”) appreciates the
opportunity to review and comment on the draft environmental impact statement (“Draft EIS”)
prepared by the staff of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) for the Algonquin
Incremental Market Project (“AIM Project” or “Project”). The Siting Board’s comments
incorporate public concerns about the Project expressed in response to the Draft EIS in written
comments and at a public forum. The Project, as proposed by Algonquin Gas Transmission,
LLC (“Algonquin” or “Company”), would expand Algonquin’s existing pipeline system from an
interconnection at Ramapo, New York to deliver up to an additional 342,000 dekatherms per day
of natural gas transportation service to the Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts
markets.1 This letter addresses the Massachusetts portion of the AIM Project known as the West
Roxbury Lateral (“WRL”).

1

The transportation path for the AIM Project encompasses a substantial portion of the
Algonquin system from receipt points at Ramapo, New York, and Mahwah, New Jersey,
near the western end of the system, to Everett, Massachusetts, near the eastern end.
FAX: (617) 443-1116
www.mass.gov/dpu
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INTRODUCTION

Algonquin is a wholly owned subsidiary of Spectra Energy (“Spectra”). With the AIM
project, Algonquin seeks to expand its existing pipeline system in New York, Connecticut,
Rhode Island, and Massachusetts. FERC is reviewing the AIM Project under its regulations in
compliance with the Natural Gas Act (“NGA”) and the National Environmental Policy Act
(“NEPA”).
The Siting Board is an independent board of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts with a
statutory mission to ensure a “reliable energy supply for the Commonwealth with a minimum
impact on the environment at the lowest possible cost.” G.L. c. 164, § 69H. The Siting Board is
required by regulation in 980 C.M.R. § 7.07(9)(a) to intervene when an interstate natural gas
pipeline company applies to FERC to construct or modify pipeline facilities within
Massachusetts. FERC has allowed the Siting Board’s petition to intervene in the instant case,
Algonquin Gas Transmission, LLC, Docket No. CP14-96-000.
In the pre-filing phase of the Project, the Siting Board conducted a site visit to the
primary and the alternative pipeline routes and held its own public comment hearing regarding
the WRL.2 In addition, the Board participated in FERC-facilitated teleconferences addressing
the Massachusetts portion of the Project. In the Project filing phase, the Siting Board staff have
monitored filings and public comments posted for the AIM Project on the FERC website. Most
recently, Siting Board staff attended a September 8, 2014 meeting held by FERC in the WRL
area to hear public comments on the Draft EIS.
II.

PROPOSAL

The Project will include the construction of approximately 37.6 miles of pipeline
facilities, modifications to six existing compressor stations (resulting in the addition of 81,620
horsepower of compression), modification to 24 existing metering and regulating (“M&R”)
stations, and the construction of three new M&R stations. As a result of these changes, the
maximum design capacity of the expanded Algonquin system will increase from approximately
2.6 billion cubic feet per day to 2.9 billion cubic feet per day.
The WRL includes installation of 4.9 miles of new pipeline in the towns of Westwood
and Dedham and in the West Roxbury section of Boston. Of the 4.9-mile total, 4.09 miles of
2

The Siting Board previously submitted written comments during the pre-filing phase of
this case on October 15, 2013, and on December 13, 2013. The October 15 letter
addressed comments submitted on line and made at the FERC public scoping meeting
held on October 3, 2013. The December 13 letter addressed twelve Draft Resource
Reports filed pursuant to FERC regulations by Algonquin and included a summary of
comments made at a public hearing on the AIM Project held December 3, 2013, by the
Siting Board.
FAX: (617) 345-9101 TTY: (800) 323-3298
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pipeline would be 16 inches in diameter and 0.81 miles would be 24 inches in diameter.3
Algonquin would also construct two new M&R stations in Massachusetts in connection with the
AIM Project, one in West Roxbury and the other in Freetown (the Assonet M&R station).
Modifications would be made to existing M&R stations located in Freetown, New Bedford,
Middleborough, Brockton, Norwood, Needham, Wellesley, and Medford. The WRL would
originate in Westwood and be sited within or near Route 1 (aka Providence Highway) in
Dedham, and within or near Washington Street, Grove Street, and Centre Street in West
Roxbury.
III.

COMMENTS ON FERC’S DRAFT EIS

As required by regulation, FERC has distributed a Draft EIS for the AIM Project and
anticipates issuing a Final EIS at the end of 2014. In connection with issuance of the Draft EIS
FERC staff have also held public meetings in each of the four states along the Project route. The
Siting Board staff have reviewed the Draft EIS and attended the associated public hearing held
by FERC in Massachusetts on September 8, 2014. Comments at the public hearing focused on
three broad areas of concern: (1) the safety of the Project; (2) alternatives to the Project; and (3)
process issues related to planning for the Project. Potential traffic impacts of Project
construction and impacts to commercial and residential areas were also subjects of considerable
interest at the hearing. The following discussion summarizes public comments in Massachusetts
on the Draft EIS and additional observation by the Siting Board, with particular focus on the
WRL.
A.

Pipeline Alignment and Traffic

The Siting Board agrees with comments by the legal representative for Legacy Place, a
commercial center along the Project route and an intervenor in this proceeding. Counsel for
Legacy Place notes that, although not indicated in the Draft EIS, Algonquin has shifted its
pipeline alignment from the north side of Route 1 to the south side, the roadway where
Algonquin would construct a significant segment of the WRL. The Siting Board joins Legacy
Place in favoring this shift as a way to limit driveway crossings and disturbance to contaminated
sub-soils along the roadway shoulder. If well planned, construction of the Project along this
modified alignment would minimize traffic impacts. The Siting Board favors the pipeline
alignment on the south side of Route 1, but reserves its final determination on this issue until
additional information becomes available in the revised Draft EIS.4
3

The length of the WRL has changed since distribution of Algonquin’s Draft Resource
Reports, which listed the WRL as 4.9 miles long. The Draft EIS describes the WRL as
5.1 miles in length. Algonquin’s September 19, 2014 Supplemental Information (at 1)
filing indicates that the total length of the WRL as currently planned is 4.9 miles.

4

As part of its review process, FERC responds to comments and/or revises the Draft EIS
before issuing a Final EIS. The Siting Board asks that FERC make specifics of the
identified Algonquin pipeline realignment available at its earliest possible convenience.
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The Siting Board anticipates that planned nighttime construction in commercial areas
along Route 1 will also contribute to minimizing traffic impacts. While the Siting Board
supports nighttime construction in commercial areas, we recommend daytime construction off
Route 1 in residential areas as overnight construction noise would be disruptive. The Company
states that it will coordinate any work during peak traffic periods, 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00
p.m. to 6:00 p.m., with the Massachusetts Department of Transportation (“MassDOT”) and the
communities of Westwood, Dedham, and/or West Roxbury. Given the necessity for daytime
construction in residential areas, the Siting Board notes that it is imperative that the Company
implement this coordination with MassDOT as planned.
Appendix G of the Draft EIS (the Traffic Management Plan) addresses rush hour traffic
management and coordination of traffic management with local authorities. The Siting Board
recommends that it also address construction crew parking.
B.

Safety

With respect to safety, the proximity of the Project to various sensitive receptors is of
concern in the community. The close proximity of the pipeline to Gonzalez Field in Dedham at
the intersection of High Street and East Street has garnered particular attention, as has the
installation depth of the pipeline. Both Algonquin and FERC have continued to examine
pipeline routing at Gonzalez Field with a view to reducing Project impacts at this location. The
Draft EIS included a realignment of the originally proposed pipeline route at Gonzalez Field. 5
FERC required that Algonquin supply supplemental information for its pipeline at Gonzalez
Field in the form of a site-specific construction plan to be filed prior to the end of the Draft EIS
comment period. Algonquin recently (September 19) provided the supplemental information
requested by FERC for Gonzalez Field; however, Algonquin’s filing described additional
changes between the WRL at locations MP 2.42 to MP 2.67 (Gonzalez Field), raising the
possibility that the current alignment is not the final one. The Siting Board further notes that the
September 19th filing did not entirely resolve safety concerns associated with the Gonzalez Field
alignment of the pipeline.
The Siting Board therefore asks that FERC closely review any information on the
Gonzalez Field pipeline segment that Algonquin submits subsequent to its September 19th filing,
as will the Siting Board. The Siting Board also urges FERC to require that, in burying pipelines
through playing fields, the Company meet and exceed standard safety protocols for street
installations of pipeline. The Company should examine the possibility of deeper-than-minimum

This will allow Siting Board review and comment on the realignment with sufficient time
for incorporation of any resulting changes in the EIS.
5

See the Draft EIS at Table 3.5.4-1.
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burial of pipeline and also undertake extra monitoring to maintain the integrity of in-field
pipeline segments over the life of the Project.
Gonzalez Field, St. Teresa Parish, and The Roxbury Latin School are not the only
sensitive receptors requiring special attention along the WRL. The Siting Board notes that
Algonquin developed Residential Construction Plans (“RCPs”) to address impacts on residences
within 50 feet of the construction work areas and to inform affected landowners of proposed
measures to minimize disruption. FERC, however, has found these plans to be unacceptable.
Therefore, FERC has recommended that Algonquin provide revised RCPs that incorporate and
address any comments received from affected landowners and also incorporate additional
measures to minimize effects prior to construction.
The Siting Board is concerned that the 50 foot limit is inadequate. Rather, the Board
requests that all owners of property within 250 feet of the construction work areas be consulted
in connection with the drafting of the revised RCPs. The Siting Board further recommends that,
upon receipt of Algonquin’s revised RCPs, that FERC confer with landowners of property
located within 250 feet of the construction work areas as well as with Algonquin to ensure that
the updated RCPs meet both landowner requests to the extent practicable and FERC
specifications. The Siting Board further urges that FERC condition any RCP approval for the
WRL with the requirement that Algonquin submit proof, following construction, that all
residential areas are restored to preconstruction conditions or as specified in written landowner
agreements.
Additional WRL-related safety issues raised by the public include: (1) that the pressure
at the meter station (750 pounds per square inch) is too high given the location of the station in a
residential area; (2) that shut-off time in case of accident (potentially 90 seconds) is too long;
(3) that ten miles is too great a distance between shut-off valves; (4) that the Project requires gas
pipeline welds that will eventually require inspection, and inspection of welds is too infrequent
to ensure safety along gas pipeline routes; (5) that the safety of pipelines installed in streets with
heavy trucking is questionable; and, (6) that in the event of a pipeline explosion, the estimated
blast radius of 300 feet would also affect surrounding residences in the fire that accompanies an
explosion at a natural gas pipeline. The Siting Board asks that the next version of the EIS
specifically address each of these safety concerns.
The safety of pipeline construction near blasting at the West Roxbury Crushed Stone
Quarry (“West Roxbury Crushed Stone” or “Quarry”) is also at issue. A related concern is the
proposed location across the street from the Quarry of a new M&R station. The siting of the
pipeline and the M&R station near the Quarry is the subject of Section III.C, below.
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Issues Related to West Roxbury Crushed Stone
1.

General Issues

The planned route of the AIM pipeline along Centre Street exacerbates existing
residential concern about the location of West Roxbury Crushed Stone and its blasting activities
for gravel mining. Neighbors of the Quarry assert that blasting occurs frequently and has caused
damage at their properties; they anticipate possible damage to the Algonquin pipeline as well.
The proposed siting of the West Roxbury M&R station for the Project across the street from the
Quarry only increases community misgivings about the proximity of the Quarry. Residents
report that icy winter conditions have previously led to local traffic and commercial vehicles
accessing the Quarry sliding out of control at this location. They worry about such accidents
being even more dangerous given the proposed location of the M&R station.
The Siting Board notes that Algonquin has provided a geotechnical review of the impact
on the Project of blasting activity at West Roxbury Crushed Stone. The report states that two
existing water lines and one existing gas line are located between the proposed pipeline and West
Roxbury Quarry. The report does not state, however, whether blasting at the Quarry has ever
damaged these pipelines. Such information is essential and the Siting Board requests that it be
included in the next version of the EIS.
The Siting Board also notes that public comments about West Roxbury Crushed Stone
made in conjunction with review of the Draft EIS suggest that the Quarry may close in the near
future. The Siting Board is interested in the likelihood that this closure will occur and the
resultant potential impact on traffic flow associated with filling and/or closing the Quarry, and
alternative siting options within the Quarry for the M&R station. Given this interest, the Siting
Board asks that FERC require Algonquin to prepare an analysis that includes information on
future plans for the Quarry, including a timeline for these plans, and any proposed repurposing of
the site. As part of this analysis, Algonquin should indicate the activities involved in Quarry
repurposing (e.g., filling in the Quarry) and how they would affect the Project pipeline and the
M&R station.
Even if West Roxbury Crushed Stone is not closed in the near future, the Siting Board
would welcome a review of the M&R station siting process to ensure that any preferred
alternative to the proposed location is not overlooked. In addition, the Siting Board strongly
recommends that FERC require that Algonquin meet with the owners of West Roxbury Crushed
Stone and with nearby residents. The purpose of meeting would be to develop collaboratively a
site-specific construction plan for the Quarry and M&R station location as well as a site-specific
noise and vibration mitigation and management plan for the neighborhood.
2.

Issues Specific to New Massachusetts Legislation

The Siting Board draws the attention of FERC and Algonquin to an act recently passed
by the Massachusetts Legislature: Massachusetts Acts of 2014, Chapter 149. This new law,
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effective as of October 1, 2014, appears directly relevant to operation of West Roxbury Crushed
Stone and the alignment of the pipeline. Section 7 of Chapter 149 states:
Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary, explosive material, as
defined in 527 CMR 13.03, shall not be used to fire a blast in any blasting
operation at a site primarily used as a source of mined products from the earth if
such site is within 500 feet of a natural gas pipeline or metering and regulation
station without written approval by the department of public utilities.
The term “explosion” under 527 CMR 13.03 is broadly inclusive such that whatever the
Quarry uses when blasting would most likely qualify by definition as an explosive material for
regulatory purposes. The Siting Board notes that although some portions of the Quarry may lie
outside the 500 foot radius established by Section 7, it is certainly the case that sections of the
proposed pipeline come within 500 feet of the West Roxbury Crushed Stone property line, as
does the M&R station. Although FERC is not bound by state law in this instance, the same is
not true of the Quarry, to which the provisions of the referenced Massachusetts law are
applicable.
The Siting Board recommends, in addition to review of Quarry and pipeline safety
concerns already noted, that FERC and Algonquin: (1) analyze whether the planned siting of the
pipeline and M&R station might result in a violation of Massachusetts Acts of 2014, Chapter
149, Section 7 by West Roxbury Crushed Stone in the course of its blasting operations; and (2)
consider the physical safety consequences posed by such blasting activities, including the
advisability of siting of the M&R station and any segments of the proposed pipeline within 500
feet of the Quarry property line. The Siting Board emphasizes that – regardless of whether the
Project would result in the Quarry’s blasting activities violating Massachusetts Acts of 2014,
Chapter 149, Section 7 – it is important to ensure that the Project is sited so that its location is
consistent with the continued operation of the Quarry.
D.

Visual Impacts

Visual impacts of the M&R station, though less controversial than other potential station
impacts, may nonetheless warrant remedy. In the Draft EIS at 4-170, FERC concludes that the
M&R station would have minimal visual impact based on Algonquin’s statement that it would
maintain an existing wooded buffer on the entire west side of the M&R station site as well as
along parts of the north and south sides of the parcel. There is, however, no evidence beyond
Algonquin’s representation on which to base a conclusion as to the station’s likely visual impact.
Algonquin has not yet provided a site plan or a landscaping plan for the M&R station, despite an
earlier Siting Board request to obtain such documents.
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Process Issues
1.

Remarks on Process by Members of the Public

Process issues associated with the Draft EIS have also elicited public comment in
Massachusetts. Concern about process was very evident at the September 8, 2014 FERC hearing
on the Draft EIS. A number of speakers objected that the public hearing focused on the portion
of the Project in Massachusetts only rather than on the Project in its entirety. The lack of design
information for the M&R station across the street from West Roxbury Crushed Stone was a
source of dissatisfaction as was the handling of public notification regarding the Project, public
comment hearings, and the Draft EIS. A repeated observation was that the timing of the public
comment hearing for the Draft EIS (on the evening before state primary elections) inhibited
public participation. In connection with this scheduling issue, several individuals asked FERC to
hold an additional public hearing and to extend the comment period on the Draft EIS for the
WRL. Commenters suggested that having access to electric utility representatives and
representatives of the Project together would be helpful. Many voiced criticism of the public
outreach and participation process by Algonquin and FERC.
2.

Remarks on Multiple Topics by Public Officials

Four public officials attended, or sent representatives to, the September 8, 2014 FERC
public hearing. Henry Cohen represented Boston City Councilor Michelle Wu; Christopher
Rusk represented Boston Mayor Martin Walsh. Officials attending the public hearing included
Boston City Councilor Matthew O’Malley and Massachusetts State Representative Edward
Coppinger.


Councilor Wu’s comments, as relayed by Mr. Cohen, addressed the lack of
notification, process, safety, and need for the project.



Mayor Walsh’s comments, as relayed by Mr. Rusk, centered on the safety
hazards presented by the pipeline and the diminished quality of life that would
be caused by construction in heavily populated West Roxbury. Mr. Rusk also
stated that Mayor Walsh had written to FERC to request that Monday night’s
hearing be postponed because the next day, Tuesday, was primary day. As a
consequence, many of the Commonwealth’s politicians and its most
politically active citizens had other engagements on Monday night. Finally,
Mayor Walsh requested that FERC hold another public meeting.



Matthew O’Malley, the Boston City Councilor for the district that includes
West Roxbury, asserted that the process of notification was inadequate, and he
also requested that FERC hold another meeting.
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3.

Edward Coppinger, a state representative whose district includes all of West
Roxbury, complained of inadequate notice of the proposed pipeline
construction and he also requested that FERC hold another public meeting. In
addition, Rep. Coppinger stated that when the Company consulted with the
elected officials, he assumed that it would follow up by consulting with the
general public. He was disappointed that the Company did not do so.
Additional Comments on Process

The Siting Board notes that Board of Selectmen and neighborhood meetings held by
Algonquin approximately a week before FERC’s September 8 meeting on the Draft EIS
provided initial exposure to the AIM Project for some residents. The Siting Board very much
supports neighborhood meetings as a tool to inform residents and to collect their feedback on this
and other Projects under FERC purview. The Siting Board recommends, however, that such
meetings occur at an earlier stage of the process to improve the timing, quality, and completeness
of communication between residents and Project developers.
IV.

CLOSING COMMENTS

The Project has undergone significant development from the pre-filing stage to
publication of the Draft EIS. The Siting Board appreciates the efforts of FERC staff and the
Company to address comments submitted during the FERC Project pre-filing process by
members of the Massachusetts public and by Siting Board staff. The Siting Board looks forward
to examining the revision of the Draft EIS that incorporates the requests and comments above.
The Siting Board will continue to monitor electronic filings in Algonquin Gas Transmission,
LLC, Docket No. CP14-96-000 through FERC’s refinement of its Draft EIS and issuance of its
Final EIS, anticipated in mid-December 2014.
Sincerely yours,

Robert J. Shea
Presiding Officer
cc:

Mr. Douglas Sipe (FERC)
Ms. Maggie Suter (FERC)
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December 13, 2013
Mark D. Marini, Secretary
Department of Public Utilities
One South Station, 5th Floor
Boston, MA 02110
Re:

National Grid, D.P.U. 13-157

Dear Secretary Marini:
On behalf of Boston Gas Company and Colonial Gas Company d/b/a National Grid (the
“Company”), please find enclosed the Company’s supplemental response to Record RequestDPU-2 filed on December 6, 2013.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Very truly yours,

John K. Habib

Enclosures
Cc:

Service List, D.P.U. 13-157

Boston Gas Company and Colonial Gas Company
d/b/a National Grid
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December 13, 2013
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Record Request DPU-2 (Tr. at Vol. 1, p. 52)
If the Department wants to suggest any changes to the lateral project, will the AIM
project be affected at all? In that context, please calculate the cost per dekatherm if the
West Roxbury lateral were sized for 50,000/day.
Supplemental Response
Please find attached the December 3, 2013 public hearing transcript of the
Massachusetts Energy Facilities Siting Board (“EFSB”) which includes public comment
on the proposed West Roxbury Lateral (Attachment RR-DPU-2). The transcript
includes comments addressed to the EFSB and the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission seeking to minimize the construction impacts associated with the West
Roxbury Lateral, including traffic and congestion (see e.g. Attachment RR-DPU-2, at
24-25, 38). These comments reinforce the Company’s perspective that constructing the
West Roxbury Lateral at the proposed size of 100,000 Dth/day now is preferable to
constructing the Lateral at half that capacity now, and then having to construct new
capacity in the near future along the same route, giving the permitting obstacles and
environmental impacts that would be associated with constructing the Lateral in stages.
Original Response
The Precedent Agreement between Boston Gas and Algonquin addresses the expansion
on the mainline and construction of the West Roxbury lateral on a fully integrated basis.
The Company does not have the contractual right to unilaterally separate those two
aspects of the overall project.
Pursuant to Section 7(b)(ii) of the Precedent Agreement (the “Agreement”), the
Company’s obligations under the service agreements are subject to the Company’s
receipt and acceptance, by December 1, 2013 1, of approval of the Massachusetts
Department of Public Utilities. If this condition precedent is not satisfied, the Company
has the right, pursuant to Section 9(b), to terminate the Agreement. If the Company, or
any other Shipper of the Project terminates, Algonquin has the right to adjust the
reservation rate, subject to a cap, for the remaining Shippers. The combined
participation of Boston Gas and Colonial Gas is approximately one-third of the total
Project volume, and such termination would presumably have a significant (upward)
impact on allocation of costs to remaining Shippers of the Project.

1

The Company has requested that Algonquin extend the date set forth in Section 7(b)(ii) of the Agreement
to February 1, 2014.
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A decision to require National Grid to downsize the West Roxbury lateral would have
significant cost impacts to customers in the future, particularly in comparison to the
small amount of costs that would be eliminated by reducing the pipe size. The Company
needs deliverability of 100,000 Dth per day into this area of the system over the next
several years and will utilize 30,000 Dth per day upon the in-service date of the contract.
The only reason that the 100,000 Dth per day will not be immediately leveraged for the
benefit of the system on the in-service date is that there are certain infrastructure
upgrades that must be installed on a sequenced basis to distribute the gas from the
Lateral across the Boston Gas distribution system. These infrastructure upgrades cannot
be completed unless and until the Lateral is in-service. From the point the Lateral is
placed in-service, the Company will work to complete those upgrades on the distribution
system so that access to the needed supplies (100,000 Dth per day) is achieved.
If only 50,000 Dth is constructed at this point, the Company will have to upgrade the
facility within a short time of its installation. However, it is highly unlikely that there
would be an opportunity to permit and relay new pipeline through the towns of
Westwood, Dedham and West Roxbury once this project is completed. Even if such a
project were permitted, the cost would be equivalent to installing a brand new lateral and
likely would be much greater due to the fact there would be existing gas facilities in
place. Therefore, it is unclear to the Company how it would meet the existing need in
the system if this lateral is not constructed at this time with a sufficient pipe size.
If the West Roxbury lateral were sized for 50,000/day, the Company estimates that the
cost differential would be in the range of $1.8 million in reduced pipeline and meter
station costs, which represents a small fraction of the overall cost of the lateral (see Exh.
EDA-JEA-2, at page 39 of 54 CONFIDENTIAL). The cost of meeting the need
through a separate project at a later date would be many multiples of this amount,
costing customers a much greater amount than it would if addressed at this point in time.
Sizing the lateral to a maximum of 50,000 Dth per day is an extremely shortsighted
proposition given this cost differential.
In addition, the reliability improvements that will be available as a result of the project
will accrue as of the in-service date of the project because the West Roxbury Lateral
will be interconnected with the Algonquin “I” system. Should there be operational issues
on the Algonquin “J” system, delivering 38 percent of the gas to the Boston area,
supplies can be diverted to the West Roxbury Lateral on the “I” system. Upon
completion of the Algonquin AIM project, the Company will install additional
distribution pipeline downstream of the West Roxbury delivery point to increase
takeaway capacity and enable full utilization of the capacity of the lateral. This work
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needs to commence after the AIM project is completed to allow for proper coordination
of the gas transmission and distribution work.
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
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PUBLIC HEARING, held at the Holiday Inn,
55 Ariadne Road, Dedham, Massachusetts, on Tuesday,
December 3, 2013, commencing at 7:09 p.m.,
concerning

ALGONQUIN GAS TRANSMISSION, LLC

SITTING:
Robert Shea, Hearing Officer
Barbara Shapiro, Environmental Director
Enid Kumin, Economist
Maggie Suter, FERC

--------Reporter:

David A. Arsenault, RPR--------

Farmer Arsenault Brock LLC
50 Congress Street, Boston, MA 02109
617.728.4404
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PROCEEDINGS -- 7:09 p.m.

1

MR. SHEA: Good evening. This is a

2

4
1

Siting Board is to review proposals for the

2

construction of new energy facilities in

3

public hearing held by the Massachusetts Energy

3

Massachusetts, including large power plants,

4

Facilities Siting Board relating to a pre-filing

4

electric transmission lines, natural gas pipelines

5

proceeding at the Federal Energy Regulatory

5

and natural gas storage tanks. The Siting Board

6

Commission, which is better known as FERC. The FERC

6

does not, however, have the authority to approve or

7

docket number in this case is P, as in Peter, F as

7

disapprove interstate natural gas pipelines such as

8

in Frank, 13-16. This pre-filing process was begun

8

the one proposed by Algonquin in this case.

9

by Algonquin Gas Transmission, LLC and it relates to

9

Instead, such authority rests with FERC, which is

10

the Algonquin Incremental Market Project, also

10

located in Washington, D.C. The Siting Board is not

11

called the AIM project. The AIM project involves an

11

a part of FERC. FERC is an agency of the federal

12

expansion of Algonquin's existing pipeline system in

12

government, and the Siting Board is a state agency.

13

New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island and

13

14

Massachusetts. The portion of the AIM project to be

14

company such as Algonquin applies to FERC to

15

constructed in Massachusetts consists of 4.9 miles

15

construct or modify facilities within Massachusetts,

16

of new pipeline that will be located in West

16

the Siting Board is required by its regulations to

17

Roxbury, Dedham and Westwood, as well as new meter

17

preserve the rights of interested citizens and

18

stations in West Roxbury and Assonet.

18

residents of the Commonwealth by intervening in the

19

FERC proceedings in any such application. The

My name is Robert Shea. I have been

19

When an interstate natural gas pipeline

20

designated as the hearing officer from the

20

Siting Board is also required to hold a public

21

Massachusetts Energy Facilities Siting Board for

21

informational hearing in the area where the proposed

22

this matter. With me this evening are -- to my

22

facility will be located. The interstate pipeline

23

immediate left is Barbara Shapiro, the environmental

23

company must attend the hearing to address the

24

director of the Siting Board; to Barbara's left is

24

questions and concerns of the public.

3

5

1

Enid Kumin, who is an economist with the Siting

1

2

Board. And then to my far left is Maggie Suter, a

2

hearing and an additional public comment period, the

3

representative of FERC who has been kind enough to

3

Siting Board will file written comments regarding

4

come up from Washington today. Representatives from

4

the proposed project with FERC. The Siting Board's

5

Algonquin and Algonquin's attorneys are also here

5

comments are intended to identify difficulties and

6

and many of them are seated in the front row to my

6

problems with the project associated with

7

left.

7

environmental issues as required by the Siting

8

Board's regulations.

8

My opening remarks tonight are designed

After the conclusion of the public

to provide a brief description of the Siting Board

9

10

and its role in this particular case, to explain how

10

be based in part upon a review of the documents that

11

individuals can be involved in the Board's process,

11

Algonquin has filed with FERC in connection with

12

and to establish some guidelines for tonight's

12

this pre-filing proceeding, a site visit by the

13

public hearing. The Siting Board is an

13

Siting Board staff along the proposed pipeline

14

administrative agency of the Commonwealth of

14

route, and also upon public comments and questions

15

Massachusetts. The Siting Board consists of nine

15

received by the Siting Board. The Siting Board

16

members. The board members include the Secretary of

16

encourages those attending the hearing tonight to

17

Energy and Environmental Affairs, who serves as a

17

comment on the potential environmental impacts of

18

chairman; the Secretary of Housing and Economic

18

Algonquin's proposal, especially any specific

19

Development; the Commissioner of the Department of

19

concerns that you may have and any possible

20

Environmental Protection; the Commissioner of the

20

solutions or mitigation measures.

21

Division of Energy Resources; two Commissioners from

21

22

the Department of Public Utilities; and three public

22

tonight's hearing, the Siting Board will also accept

23

members who are appointed by the Governor.

23

written comments following this hearing. All

24

comments regarding the AIM project must be received

9

24

One of the principal functions of the

The Siting Board's comments to FERC will

In addition to comments received at
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8

1

by me no later than Monday, December 9, 2013 in

1

2

order to be included in the comments that the Siting

2

Many of you may have spoken to me before

3

Board will file with FERC.

3

or attended our scoping meeting a few months ago.

At the back table there are several

environmental impact statement for this project.

4

I'm going to reiterate a bit of information about

5

sheets of paper copies that contain my contact

5

FERC and our process for you.

6

information. The same sheet also contains the

6

7

regulations that dictate how the Siting Board

7

regulates the interstate transmission of

8

proceeds in cases such as this one. So please feel

8

electricity, natural gas and oil. As a federal

9

free to go to the back table and take a copy of this

9

licensing agency the FERC has the responsibility

10

document. It has my contact information and you

10

under the National Environmental Policy Act, or

11

will be able to send me written comments, if you

11

NEPA, to consider the potential environmental

12

want, or just if you have questions later on or you

12

impacts associated with the project which is under

13

just want to keep in contact you will be able to

13

its consideration.

14

contact me.

14

4

15

I have a few more words about this

FERC is an independent agency that

With regard to Algonquin's AIM project,

15

the FERC is the lead federal agency for the NEPA

16

evening's procedure. In a minute I will turn the

16

review and the preparation of the EIS. We are

17

microphone over to Maggie Suter from FERC who will

17

currently meeting with other federal, state and

18

explain the FERC process in more detail. Then

18

local agencies to determine their NEPA

19

Algonquin will present a description of the proposed

19

responsibilities and their potential levels of

20

project. That will be followed by questions and

20

involvement in the project and whether any agencies

21

comments from the public. I will first call on

21

may wish to become cooperating agencies in

22

state or local officials or their representatives

22

preparation of the EIS.

23

who may be present. Then I will call on people in

23

24

the order that they have signed the speakers list

24

These issues generally focus on the
potential for environmental effects but may also

7

9

1

that is located in the back of the room. If you

1

address construction issues, mitigation and the

2

wish to speak and you have not had a chance to sign

2

environmental review process. Many of you may have

3

the speakers list, please do so at this time or at

3

seen up at the front table, we have a flow chart for

4

any time during the course of tonight's hearing.

4

you which you can grab. This has been mailed out

5

Finally, I would like to ask each person

5

several times and we have had it at our meetings

6

who speaks to state his or name and address clearly

6

that we have had so far. I'm going to use this to

7

and in particular to spell his or her last name.

7

guide us through the process this evening.

8

This hearing, including the statements made by

8

9

members of the public, will be transcribed. We will

9

Currently we are still near the
beginning of our process. Although it looks like we

10

use the remarks you make as recorded in the

10

are in the middle, it is still very early on. As

11

transcript to help us write our comments.

11

Robert mentioned and as we talked about previously,

12

we are in the pre-filing process which began on June

13

28, 2013. The purpose of the pre-filing process is

14

to encourage the involvement by all interested

12
13
14

At this point I will turn the hearing
over to Maggie Suter from FERC.
MS. SUTER: Good evening. My name is

15

Maggie Suter. I am the project manager for the

15

stakeholders in a manner that allows for the early

16

Algonquin Incremental Market or AIM project with

16

identification and resolution of environmental

17

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission with the Office

17

issues. That means that as of today no formal

18

of Energy Projects. I would like to thank Robert

18

application has been filed with FERC. That means

19

Shea and the Massachusetts Energy Facilities Siting

19

that FERC at this point cannot approve or deny

20

Board for inviting FERC to participate in its

20

anything because there is no actual application as

21

process and speak in front of you all this evening.

21

of today.

22

With me tonight is Jennifer Lee from

22

However, FERC along with other federal,

23

Natural Resource Group, which is an environmental

23

state and local agency staffs have begun reviewing

24

consulting firm who is helping us prepare the

24

this project. Algonquin has requested the use of
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1

pre-filing so that FERC can be involved earlier to

1

project is quite large and undergoing constant

2

meet with the stakeholders and other agencies to

2

revision. You can be added to our mailing list by

3

begin identifying the issues and work on the

3

finding me or Jennifer after this evening and

4

resolution of those issues. To do that we have

4

providing us with your address and we will ensure

5

attended open houses and we have hosted our scoping

5

that you are on our mailing list. If you have

6

meetings earlier on in the pre-filing process so

6

received a notice from us in the past, you are on

7

that we can get out earlier. So those are all held,

7

our mailing list.

8

in this red box here, early on in this first public

8

9

input opportunity.

9

It is very important that any comments
you send, either electronically or by traditional

10

mail, include our internal docket number for the

11

allows for extra public input opportunities earlier

11

project. As Robert mentioned earlier, that docket

12

on in Algonquin's development of an application. On

12

number is PF 13-16.

13

September 13th FERC issued a notice of intent, or

13

14

NOI, to prepare an EIS for this project and

14

roles of the FERC Commission and the FERC

15

initiated a scoping period. The scoping or comment

15

environmental staff. Up to five member

16

period ended on October 15, 2013.

16

Commissioners are responsible for making a

17

determination on whether to issue a certificate of

As I mentioned, the pre-filing process

10

I'm going to note here that NEPA

17

I would like to finish by explaining the

18

requires FERC to have a comment period. However,

18

public convenience and necessity to the applicant

19

the Commission's pre-filing process allows FERC to

19

for a specific project. In this case that is

20

continue to accept comments beyond the end of that

20

Algonquin for the AIM project. The EIS prepared by

21

NEPA comment period. Our docket continues to remain

21

the FERC environmental staff, which I am a part of,

22

open and comments and can continue to be filed with

22

describes the project facilities and associated

23

the FERC for further valuation.

23

environmental impacts, alternatives to the project,

24

mitigation to avoid or reduce impacts, and

During our review of the project, we

24

11

13

1

will assemble information from a variety of sources,

1

2

including Algonquin, the public, other state,

2

3

federal and local agencies, and our own independent

3

going to say that one again. The EIS is not a

4

analysis and field work. This will include an

4

decision document. It is being prepared to disclose

5

examination of the proposed facility locations as

5

to the public and to the Commission the

6

well as alternative sites. We will assess the

6

environmental impact of constructing and operating

7

project's effects on water bodies and wetlands,

7

the proposed project. When it is completed, the

8

vegetation and wildlife, endangered species,

8

Commissioners will consider the environmental

9

cultural resources, soil, land use, air quality, and

9

information in the EIS along with nonenvironmental

conclusions and/or recommendations.
The EIS is not a decision document. I'm

10

safety. We will analyze this information. And

10

issues, such as engineering, market and rates, in

11

after an application is filed with FERC, we will

11

making its decision whether to approve or deny

12

prepare and issue a draft environmental impact

12

Algonquin's request for a certificate. There is no

13

statement or EIS. This draft EIS will be mailed to

13

review of FERC's decision by the President or

14

our entire mailing list for the project for public

14

Congress, which maintains FERC independence as a

15

comment. During the 45-day comment period on the

15

regulatory agency and provides for fair and unbiased

16

draft EIS, we will hold more public meetings to

16

decisions. Thank you.

17

gather feedback on our analysis and findings.

17

MR. SHEA: Thank you very much,

18

That's this second red box on this flow chart, which

18

Ms. Suter. I note that Algonquin has placed a very

19

is your next public input opportunity that FERC will

19

detailed series of maps and diagrams out there.

20

hold.

20

I'll call on Algonquin to make a presentation at

21

this time.

21

After making any necessary changes or

22

additions to the draft EIS, a final EIS will again

22

23

be mailed to the entire mailing list. I'm going to

23

evening. My name is James Luskay. I'm the regional

24

note here quickly that the mailing list for this

24

project director for Algonquin Gas, Spectra Energy.

MR. LUSKAY: Thank you, Robert. Good
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1

I'm very pleased to be here. Thank you for the

1

2

opportunity to address you this evening.

2

Investment in new natural gas pipeline

3

infrastructure, such as the AIM project, will lead

3

Spectra Energy, Algonquin Gas has served

future growth for clean-burning natural gas.

4

customers and communities in North America for more

4

to savings in energy costs. A report by the

5

than a century. The company develops and operates

5

Concentric Energy Advisors concludes that the direct

6

natural gas, liquid and crude oil pipelines.

6

benefit of the New England infrastructure is

7

Additionally, the company gathers and processes

7

estimated to range from approximately 243 to $313

8

natural gas, stores it and distributes it.

8

million in annual cost savings.

9

9

Spectra Energy's assets include

Open seasons were held in September

10

Algonquin Gas Transmission, LLC or Algonquin, which

10

through November of 2012 and in June of this year.

11

is an interstate pipeline system which has been

11

An open season is a process where potential

12

operating safely for 60 years in this area

12

customers express interest in participating in

13

transporting up to 2.44 billion cubic feet per day

13

pipeline expansion projects that will provide them

14

of natural gas from major supply basins into New

14

with access to pipeline capacity. How much they

15

Jersey, New York and New England.

15

request is based on their projected needs. The

16

The Algonquin system includes 1,120

16

accumulation of all of the participating customer

17

miles of various size pipelines extending from

17

requirements is what determines the scope of the

18

Lambertville, New Jersey to New York, Connecticut,

18

project and what facilities need to be built to

19

Rhode Island and Massachusetts. The system includes

19

serve their demand.

20

main lines, laterals and 35 miles of offshore

20

As the development of the project

21

pipeline from Weymouth to Beverly, Massachusetts,

21

evolves, the volumes committed to by the customer

22

referred to as hub line.

22

and the resulting scope does change. Currently our

23

scope, as previously mentioned, is 343,000

24

decatherms per day. We have executed precedent

23
24

The Algonquin system interconnects with
Spectra Energy's Texas Eastern Transmission System

15

17

1

in Lambertville, New Jersey, and with the Maritimes

1

agreements with the following Massachusetts local

2

and Northeast pipeline, a majority owned by Spectra

2

distribution companies: Northeast Utilities, which

3

Energy Corporation in Beverly, Massachusetts. We

3

includes Yankee Gas Service in Connecticut as well

4

also connect with the interstate pipeline

4

as NSTAR Gas Company in New York; National Grid,

5

infrastructure that allows us access to all major

5

which includes Narraganset, Colonial and Boston Gas;

6

North American natural gas supply sources. By

6

NiSource, which includes Bay State Gas Company and

7

regulation, Algonquin is an open-access pipeline

7

Middleborough Gas.

8

that must transport natural gas on a

8

9

nondiscriminatory basis.

9

10

About our project schedule. In February
and March of this year, we began contacting

10

landowners and federal and state and local officials

11

this project. As Robert has mentioned, currently

11

to begin to introduce the project and to start to

12

Algonquin is participating in the Federal Energy

12

gather feedback on proposed facilities and

13

Regulatory Commission or FERC's pre-filing process

13

locations. With FERC's approval, we began the

14

for a proposed expansion called the Algonquin

14

pre-filing process in June. As part of the FERC

15

Incremental Market Project or AIM project. The AIM

15

process, agencies such as the Massachusetts Siting

16

project will expand Algonquin's existing pipeline

16

Board are involved in the review of the project as a

17

system in order to transport an additional 342,000

17

participating agency. As part of the Massachusetts

18

decatherms per day of natural gas from an

18

Energy Facilities Siting Board's due diligence, they

19

interconnect at Ramapo, New York into the Northeast.

19

have requested this meeting this evening.

20

The increased capacity offered by the AIM project

20

21

will allow abundant domestically produced natural

21

approximately 30 landowner informational meetings,

22

gas supplies to flow reliably into Northeast

22

open houses and FERC scoping meetings in New York,

23

markets. These secure, cost-effective supplies will

23

Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massachusetts. This

24

help meet the region's current demand as well as

24

is the fourth such meeting held in this area. These

A little about the purpose and need for

From April to October there have been
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1

meetings provide opportunities for people to learn

1

route is beginning, including opportunities to

2

more about the AIM project, let us know how the

2

minimize impacts to the area.

3

proposed facilities may impact them, and discuss how

3

4

the impacts may be mitigated. We expect to complete

4

street construction and subsequent traffic control.

5

the pre-filing process and submit a certificate

5

Measures will be taken to develop sequence of

6

application to FERC in February of 2014. We hope

6

construction activities and traffic management plans

7

that FERC will issue a draft environmental impact

7

to minimize traffic and business interference to the

8

statement, as has been mentioned, in July 2014 which

8

extent feasible. This work is similar to recent

9

will include comments received at this public

9

successful projects such as the 2009 expansion of

10

meeting and throughout the scoping period.

10

Algonquin's J system in Somerville and Medford,

11

Massachusetts as well as a recently completed

11

We will ask that FERC approve the AIM

One area of attention is proposed in-

12

project by January of 2015. This will allow us to

12

project in New Jersey and New York. Preliminary

13

begin construction in the second quarter of 2015.

13

planning discussions have already begun with Mass.

14

Construction will be scheduled over a two-year

14

DOT and the public works departments of Westwood,

15

period to manage outages and minimize local impacts.

15

Dedham and Boston.

16

We anticipate placing the AIM project fully into

16

Blasting is another area of special

17

service in November of 2016.

17

attention, both for the construction of the new line

18

A little bit about the project scope.

18

and the meter station as well as ensuring the design

19

As the AIM projects move forward, we have revised

19

accommodates the ongoing quarry blasting. Should

20

facilities to align them with the needs of our

20

blasting be necessary to install the proposed

21

customers. At this time the overall project we are

21

facilities, shots will be designed to minimize

22

proposing is to construct approximately 21.7 miles

22

vibrations beyond the work area. Pre- and

23

of various segments of main line primarily by

23

post-survey structure surveys will also be conducted

24

removal and replacement or looping of existing

24

as part of the blasting plan. A blasting specialty

19

21

1

lines; also, to construct approximately 15.3 miles

1

consultant will be engaged to evaluate the blasting

2

of lateral pipeline either by removal, replacement

2

activities at the quarry, and the information will

3

or looping existing lines and expansion that also

3

be incorporated into the safe design of the pipeline

4

includes 4.8 miles of new 16-inch and 24-inch

4

and the meter station.

5

pipeline lateral.

5

6

We propose to add six new compressor

Should contaminated soil or water be

6

encountered during construction, it will be analyzed

7

units for a total of 72,240 additional horsepower at

7

and characterized in order to be properly handled.

8

five existing Algonquin compressor stations,

8

Again, the procedures employed will be similar to

9

construct three new meter stations, and modify

9

those utilized in the recent J lateral work in

10
11

existing meter stations.
More specifically here in Massachusetts,

10

Massachusetts as well as a recent project in New

11

Jersey and New York.

12

we propose to construct 4.8 miles of new 16- and

12

In closing, we wish to thank landowners,

13

24-inch-diameter lateral pipeline from Westwood to

13

public officials, regulatory agencies, including the

14

West Roxbury, Massachusetts; construct a new meter

14

Massachusetts Energy Facilities Siting Board, and

15

station in West Roxbury, Massachusetts; construct a

15

FERC and other interested parties who have offered

16

new meter station in Assonet, Massachusetts; and

16

their guidance and input as we develop the AIM

17

make modifications to existing meter stations.

17

project. We are certain that the information we

18

receive throughout the pre-filing process will help

18

For the design and construction for the

19

West Roxbury lateral, there are a few areas that

19

us design, construct and operate a safe, efficient

20

have been recognized as requiring specific attention

20

and environmentally responsible expansion of the

21

which have been raised at previous meetings through

21

Algonquin system.

22

the FERC scoping comments and during our evaluation

22

Thank you again for your time.

23

of the proposed route. The preliminary survey work

23

MR. SHEA: Thank you.

24

is complete, and a more detailed evaluation of the

24

Let me first ask, are there any public
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As for substance, the observation on

1

officials who are here tonight who would like to

1

2

speak? No. Then let me take a look at the sign-up

2

behalf of National Amusements and Legacy Place is

3

sheet. The first person who signed up is Sanford

3

that a key impact of this project, however temporary

4

Matathia.

4

it may be, is with respect to traffic and roadway

5

MR. MATATHIA: Thank you, Robert. My

5

congestion. The identity of issues of concern by

6

name is Sanford, S a n f o r d, Matathia, M a t a t

6

FERC to date in the NEPA environmental review

7

h i a. I'm counsel at Rackemann Sawyer and Brewster

7

process does not yet include traffic, per se. There

8

in Boston and representing National Amusements in

8

was a list that was ticked off earlier this evening.

9

connection with their Legacy Place Showcase Cinema

9

It did not include traffic. I do note that the

10

and lifestyle retail center just on the other side

10

proponent's representative did identify that issue

11

of Route 1 from here.

11

or that concern as being voiced previously, and duly

12

noted. However, it is customary for NEPA as well as

12

I would like to offer a handful of

13

comments tonight. I do not have prepared remarks,

13

MEPA to include traffic impact analysis in the

14

so excuse me for that. However, I do have an

14

environmental review as a major area of impact and

15

outline of bullet points which I can pass out to the

15

concern. And I have outlined in the bullet-style

16

head table here and whoever else might care to have

16

presentation handout a number of datapoints that we

17

one.

17

believe must be brought to bear in order to see that
issue clearly and to deal with it effectively.

18

MR. SHEA: Thank you very much.

18

19

MR. MATATHIA: My first comment is

19

Those include getting average annual

20

procedural. And I'll follow it with a couple of

20

daily traffic on Route 1 and connecting roadways;

21

substantive remarks or remarks on substantive

21

getting monthly variations off of the average

22

issues. The procedural issue is the observation

22

annual; getting hourly variations, which fluctuate

23

that this project is subject to environmental review

23

wildly on Route 1 commensurate with commuter traffic

24

both at the federal level under NEPA, which has

24

and retail traffic, consumer traffic and other

23

25

1

already been described to you, as well as at the

1

traffic, as well as looking at major intersecting

2

state level, under MEPA, which has not yet been

2

roads and turning movements on and off those roads,

3

mentioned. The thought here is that these two

3

all of which will be affected by construction in the

4

processes at the federal and the state level come

4

roadway.

5

together and be dovetailed and coordinated.

5

6

The suggestion is that the Facilities

The basic idea of collecting this

6

information is to analyze it and to identify the

7

Siting Board's comments which are being elicited

7

severity and duration of traffic effects owing to

8

here tonight and which will be delivered to FERC

8

the construction of the project at different times

9

await and incorporate the comments which will be

9

of the year and different times of the day, and to

10

given by the public, including state agencies, to

10

identify those periods, those time periods both

11

the MEPA unit in the environmental affairs office of

11

seasonally and daily where construction will cause

12

the Commonwealth and that those all get folded in

12

the least possible traffic impact. That data and

13

and passed through. The mechanism, if you will, to

13

that study and that analysis will enable the project

14

enable that coordinated process to happen would be

14

proponent to be well informed in the agency's

15

to extend the deadline for comment here to the

15

reviewing and guiding the project to effectively

16

Siting Board so that those comments are open until

16

point up the types of mitigation that would be

17

the conclusion of the MEPA process on the ENF.

17

appropriate in order to minimize or avoid these type
of effects.

18

The further observation is that in

18

19

documents filed with FERC that the proponent has

19

Examples of what I'm talking about would

20

indicated that they are filing the project with MEPA

20

include the avoidance of construction during heavy

21

in November. I don't believe that has happened as

21

traffic congestion periods such as summer holiday

22

yet. Assuming they do so in December, the comment

22

weekends, early school startup period and the

23

period would run through 20 days thereafter. We can

23

Thanksgiving period as well; to limit construction

24

leave the procedural point there.

24

to predominantly nighttime hours and to avoid lane
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1

closures during daytime hours, and to selectively

1

address the comments especially about extending the

2

use horizontal drilling across major driveways in

2

comment period? You don't have to address it.

3

order to avoid impeding traffic flow as well as

3

4

detailed -- traffic detail officers and other

4

5

customary traffic management measures.

5

6

One other point here is that traffic

MS. SUTER: I can address what I can,
but this is your comment period he was taking about.
MR. SHEA: But our comment period is set

6

on FERC's comment period. We require all comments

7

impacts can easily become exacerbated and multiplied

7

to be in by the 9th of December in order that we can

8

in the event that construction in these roadways

8

get them to FERC, so that we can summarize them and

9

proceeds with interruption or impediment or

9

get them to FERC by the 13th, and that's a FERC

10

encumbrance. One of the primary examples of this

10

11

which showed itself in connection with the Central

11

12

Artery project and also with the Legacy Place

12

13

project is due to hazardous materials that

13

MR. LUSKAY: I'll not address but I

14

unfortunately dot the landscape in this vicinity due

14

appreciate the comments. I think that they are very

15

to historic activities.

15

important. Some of them we have heard before,

16

certainly on traffic mitigation. That is a major

16

The resource reports that were filed by

deadline. We are working within the FERC framework.
Mr. Luskay, do you want to address any
of the issues that Mr. Matathia raised?

17

the project proponent indicate a whole cluster of

17

item that we need to focus on. We look forward to

18

contaminated sites along Elm Street and Route 1 as

18

working with your client and addressing what is

19

well as elsewhere. The potential for that

19

going to be least disruptive to business in that

20

contamination to bleed into the public right-of-way

20

area and also on contaminated materials. That is

21

is present. Some detail evaluation of that issue

21

something we do have extensive experience with, as I

22

needs to be made. It is not unusual to have that

22

mentioned in our J system expansion as well as our

23

evaluation be actual testing of sites along the

23

work recently done in New Jersey and New York. It

24

right-of-way; and with the benefit of the data

24

is something that unfortunately we do encounter

27

29

1

coming from that testing, to characterize the

1

quite often and do have to mitigate. Those are

2

right-of-way and actually to preclear it in advance

2

going to be on the forefront as we move forward in

3

of construction for the pipeline itself so that when

3

planning the project. Thank you for your comment.

4

you're laying the pipeline it can go smoothly and

4

5

not be hung up, if you will, or bogged down by the

5

didn't mention it the environmental impact statement

6

presence of contamination, which itself is a

6

or EIS will include a traffic analysis. We include

7

juggernaut sometimes to deal with. And obviously

7

it as part of a socioeconomic analysis, that section

8

when, as and when hazardous waste cleanup proceeds

8

of the document. So there are a lot of areas,

9

along the right-of-way that that in and of itself is

9

resource areas that will be addressed. That list

MS. SUTER: Just in response, although I

10

a construction activity and it too needs traffic

10

that I mentioned was not an exhaustive list of

11

mitigation along the lines that I previously

11

everything. We address all comments that are

12

outlined.

12

brought up as part of our scoping analysis. So we

13

will address traffic.

13

One last comment is that we think it is

14

still appropriate, particularly at the early stage

14

15

of project planning, to look at alternative

15

16

alignments and to the extent there are routes that

16

17

avoid these issues and perhaps are not in

17

MR. MATATHIA: The resource report filed

18

rights-of-way but instead are cross-country that

18

by the proponent indicates that they do not expect

19

that should be considered.

19

significant traffic impacts in connection with the

20

project. I was wondering whether or not you would

20

I appreciate your time and attention. I

MR. SHEA: Thank you, Ms. Suter.
Mr. Matathia, do you have anything else
to add?

21

hope these comments are helpful and will be happy to

21

take that at face value or whether or not you would

22

follow up as you might wish. Thank you.

22

proceed with an analysis.

23
24

MR. SHEA: Let me ask in response to
Mr. Matathia's comment, Ms. Suter, do you want to

23
24

MS. SUTER: So right now, as we
mentioned with the pre-filing process, what the
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1

applicant has filed are draft resource reports. You

1

pavement and the streets seem to almost be like a

2

probably saw that they were labeled that way. Right

2

step, it comes along at street level and goes down

3

now we are evaluating those. We are going to be

3

deep at 90 degrees. When traffic comes they smash

4

providing comments. That's probably what you saw

4

into this thing. I don't know if this is a cost-

5

relating to -- Robert was talking about trying to

5

savings thing or nobody wants to go back and make it

6

give us feedback related to those. Because we are

6

more reasonable so that maybe it is a little bit of

7

going to be making comments on those resource

7

a bump but certainly not a crash. With this project

8

reports.

8

I noted they are going to be opening up the streets

9

in West Roxbury and going down some of the side

9

We work with our local field knowledge.

10

We work with federal, state and local agencies,

10

streets. I didn't know if there was a code somebody

11

along with our own consultants and experts, to

11

was going to follow or leave it up to the contractor

12

question the information that the applicant has

12

or we are going to have a lot more of that. It is

13

provided along with any comments that we have

13

very inconvenient and dangerous to a certain extent.

14

received from the local public as well. We use that

14

It certainly doesn't help your automobile at all. I

15

to question whether or not the information that the

15

noticed that.

16

applicant has provided is good enough, whether we

16

17

need more information, whether we agree or disagree.

17

around the neighborhood experiences that, but it

18

And we use that to gather more information or do

18

would be good for somebody to make a note and say

19

some analysis on our own or use other agency

19

when we make a temporary patch -- because there's

20

information. So we may say no, that's not enough,

20

no -- I have no idea if it is a temporary patch

21

we need more; or what you've given us is fine; we

21

that's made or it is going to stay like that forever

22

are going to supplement it with our own information.

22

until it wears down. It is very inconvenient.

23

So we don't take what they give us at face value.

23

Somebody in authority should address it with the

24

Sometimes we ask for more or sometimes use some of

24

contractors to say leave the streets so that people

I don't know if anybody else driving

31
1

our own knowledge and information.

33
1

can navigate back and forth. That was one comment

2

MR. SHEA: Thank you, Ms. Suter.

2

that I had. At the last meeting I had a few other

3

The next person who signed up to speak

3

things to say.

4
5

is Joe Goode.
MR. GOODE: Joseph Goode. I went to the

4

I didn't know about the metering station

5

that I think is going to be somewhere near West

6

last meeting. I noticed that some of the issues

6

Roxbury Crushed Stone. I made a note last time that

7

that I brought up were mentioned tonight. So

7

it does make a noise. I tried to inquire as to what

8

hopefully folks are looking at that. I belong to

8

the decibel reading of that noise would be. I think

9

the West Roxbury Civic Improvement Association. I

9

it is important. It is a neighborhood area. I

10

understand some members of this project will be

10

don't know if it is going to be far away and nobody

11

attending that meeting next Wednesday night. We

11

hears it or it is going 24/7 or it is a hissing

12

probably have maybe 30, 35 people that show up. And

12

sound. It is going to be permanent, obviously. It

13

they have lots and lots of questions. You're

13

is going to be 16- or 24- or 26-inch pipes. That

14

showing up?

14

sounds imposing. I was curious if anybody knew from

15

MR. LUSKAY: Yes, I am.

15

an engineering standpoint or project standpoint how

16

MR. GOODE: You will enjoy that. It is

16

noisy that station would be. I'm concerned about

17

that.

17
18

a little more lively than this group.
A couple of things. Driving around West

18

MS. SHAPIRO: I believe in the resource

19

Roxbury, which I do every day, and through Dedham,

19

report there is an indication that you are going to

20

in West Roxbury there's a lot of projects going on

20

do a noise analysis; is that correct?

21

and they are busting up the sidewalks and they do

21

22

temporary repairs. I've noticed just recently, I

22

preconstruction and post-construction noise survey,

23

don't know if anybody has noticed these temporary

23

and we are required to meet noise requirements at

24

repairs -- I've made a sketch of it here -- in the

24

the property line.

MR. LUSKAY: That is correct. We do a
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36
1

the top of your head, the meter station that they

2

more to Mr. Goode what a meter station is in that

2

are going to construct around West Roxbury Crushed

3

area, what decibels are associated with the size, if

3

Stone, is it on their property, on the street, is it

4

you know, or give some approximation?

4

way back?

MS. SHAPIRO: Could you explain a little

5

5

MR. LUSKAY: Our requirement is 55

6

decibels at the property line we are required to

6

7

meet. That would be the maximum noise at the edge

7

8

of the property.

8

9

MR. LUSKAY: It is set back and in a
parcel is opposite the quarry in a vacant parcel.
MR. GOODE: I think that's about it. I
look forward to seeing you at the meeting.

9

MS. SUTER: I'm going to jump in just

MR. LUSKAY: I look forward to it as

10

quick. It is not the property line but at the noise

10

11

sensitive area, at the home. But the regulation

11

12

that FERC has, this is a FERC regulation that he's

12

No one else has signed the speaker

13

talking about, that applies to compressor stations

13

sign-up sheet as of the time I grabbed it. Anybody

14

unless Algonquin chooses or elects to have it apply

14

else that wants to speak? Please come up and take

15

to meter stations as well. However, we evaluate

15

the podium.

16

what the noise impact is at meter stations as well

16

17

and we evaluate whether or not that noise level

17

18

would be significant at the meter station. We've

18

19

seen varying levels. We've seen locations where it

19

well. First, thanks for your comments regarding the

20

is not audible at all. We have seen ones where it

20

Legacy Place issues and concerns. I would observe

21

is audible and we have asked for recommended

21

that commercial needs and residential needs are

22

mitigation measures based on the projected noise

22

different. So in the commercial space, if you want

23

levels.

23

to do the work at night, that's cool with me. In

24

the residential space, I would rather you didn't

24

So you guys will do the noise analysis,

well.
MR. SHEA: Thank you, Mr. Goode.

MR. PROVIDAKES: George Providakes, P r
o v i d a k e s, West Roxbury, 9 Mallkuar Road.
Several questions or observations as

35

37

1

which they have identified they are going to do a

1

because I want to sleep at night. So a heads-up on

2

noise analysis. We'll take a look at that to see

2

that and how you balance that.

3

whether or not we believe mitigation is necessary,

3

4

recognizing the residential nature of the location.

4

I first came to West Roxbury, Center Street was not

5

In some cases it is the middle of cornfields and it

5

a very good street. And every time that darn gravel

6

is not necessary to add extra.

6

truck would go down Center Street it was so noisy

7

that when I worked around my house I had to have ear

MR. GOODE: That's good to know it can

7

The issue of traffic. I know that when

8

be mitigated somehow. That's good. We talked about

8

protectors on. It was deafening. When they redid

9

traffic.

9

the street, that problem went away or they got

10

The last thing. I know at the last

10

better shock absorbers on the trucks. If you again

11

meeting it was mentioned that there's a lot of rock

11

come in and dig up the road and it is like that for

12

in West Roxbury and they are going to be doing

12

how many months, it can be deafening as well. I

13

blasting. West Roxbury Crushed Stone is also doing

13

would like attention paid to that.

14

blasting. Does any of that get coordinated?

14

15
16
17

MR. LUSKAY: As far as coordinating with
the quarry?
MR. GOODE: You are blasting down the

The other thing is that Algonquin or

15

whoever is going to provide information to FERC.

16

FERC is going to look at it. If they have

17

questions, they may ask questions. In turn they are

18

street on Grove Street. Are you going to blast

18

going to get -- if they notice something they will

19

together?

19

bring it up. It strikes me that it would be prudent

20

to check with other people who have gone through

20

MR. LUSKAY: We wouldn't want shots

21

occurring at the same time. It seems to me we could

21

this in the area, like Legacy Place, and get their

22

coordinate so that we don't have shots going off at

22

experience during the construction recently so that

23

the same time.

23

you actually have data to compare against what is

24

being proposed or you may have sitting in a file

24

MR. GOODE: Do you happen to know off
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1

somewhere.
Additionally, it was mentioned that some

2

40
1

only location where we will have buffer zone

2

impacts. I believe at the end of the day they will
likely have a crossing over a water body.

3

smaller-scale work had been done in Medford and

3

4

Somerville. It would be investing to know how did

4

5

that go? Were there any problems, noise, et cetera,

5

zone on impacts in Boston with respect to the meter

6

to calibrate the quality of the analysis and the

6

station location. Beyond that, this is a pretty

7

uncertainty built into trying to do this in these

7

clean route. We only have I think three

8

areas.

8

jurisdictional areas that we cross on the entire

9

project here on the West Roxbury lateral. So we

9

It was mentioned that this was sized

The rest is we also have some buffer

10

based on the demand. Life changes. It would be

10

will, in fact, be filing with the con-com for that

11

nice to get a sense of how much spare capacity is

11

buffer zone impact, resource impact.

12

being put into this so that somebody doesn't come in

12

13

five years from now and put in a 24-inch pipe where

13

14

a 16-inch is.

14

15

I asked last time to get some detailed

MR. PREVITERA: Your name again?
MR. TYRRELL: Mike Tyrrell, T y r r e l
l. I'm with TRC Environmental for Spectra Energy.

15

MR. PREVITERA: The other thing I had

16

schedules about what's going to be happening when.

16

was, Mr. Matathia mentioned some contaminated areas.

17

I'm looking forward to that. I saw the maps were

17

In reviewing the plans with my agent and with the

18

updated substantially. I saw the surveyors running

18

plans that were shown out front, I did not see

19

around the neighborhood. I would like to get a copy

19

those. Are we talking about 21E contamination?

20

of those maps. PDFs are fine. Hopefully those will

20

21

be available.

21

22

It was mentioned that testing, that

22

MR. TYRRELL: I can address that.
MR. PREVITERA: Are there any
contaminated areas in Westwood?

23

analysis would be done in the environmental

23

MR. TYRRELL: No.

24

protection saying that the noise level is X and Y.

24

MR. PREVITERA: One quick thing. One

39

41

1

Presumably it gets the approval. After it is done

1

thing we worked out with our DPW director in

2

there should be a certification that indeed that

2

Westwood is the language -- Maggie, you may want to

3

test noise level is what was achieved as opposed to

3

think about this -- there isn't a lot you can do

4

what was planned. Therefore if the approved values

4

about the roadways. But the sidewalks -- and I

5

are not met, they will go back and fix that. That

5

know; my wife grew up in West Roxbury and we see the

6

was not entirely clear to me in the discussions.

6

same thing in Westwood -- fortunately we are seeing

7

more and more folks in electric wheelchairs able to

7

I think those cover most of the areas

8

that caught my attention this time. Thank you.

8

get around our squares, to get around the villages.

9

MR. SHEA: Thank you, Mr. Providakes.

9

What we got with our DPW folks is to replace in

10
11
12

Anyone else who would like to speak?
Please come up and take the podium.
MR. PREVITERA: My name is Joe

10

kind. What I mean is that the wrong thing to do is

11

to take the concrete sidewalk and then disrupt it

12

and then put in the asphalt that you and I and

13

Previtera. I live at 16 Dean Street in Westwood.

13

everyone in this room knows within three months you

14

I'm chairman of the Westwood Conservation

14

have a 2-inch ditch to go through. It is a terrible

15

Commission. Barbara, you're off the hook. Maybe it

15

inconvenience to people in the electric wheelchairs.

16

is more for counsel for Algonquin. Will you folks

16

From a sidewalk perspective, Joe, I would advocate

17

be filing NOIs with the local Conservation

17

for replace in kind. That's my two cents. Thank

18

Commissions for this project?

18

you so much.

19

MR. TYRRELL: Mike Tyrrell with Spectra

19

MR. SHEA: Thank you so much for

20

Energy. We are only required to file if we are in

20

21

effect crossing resource areas. Right now we have

21

With respect to a point that was made by

22

completed our surveys. It looks like we will, based

22

the last speaker, can I ask you about the maps --

23

on some work at the golf course, be required to file

23

the next to the last speaker. Is there any way that

24

with the Commission for that activity. That's the

24

those can become public documents? I looked at them

speaking.
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44

1

and they are more detailed than anything I've seen

1

should see eLibrary. You want to go to that tab and

2

before.

2

use -- there's a number of preferences. You can do

3

a more advanced search or an entire docket search.

3

MR. TYRRELL: Those are part of the FERC

4

filing that was made. They are part of the public

4

There are a couple of options for how you want to

5

record today. They are part of that package. We

5

search. Within that you will want to use the docket

6

can extract those and make them easier to get to.

6

number PF 13-16. You want to identify an

7

We can create a list if you would like. We would be

7

appropriate date range. That's important to get

8

happy to provide copies.

8

right. I think it may set automatically to the past

9

one or two months. If you want to see something

9

MS. SUTER: They are available on our

10

website. They are large files and may not be the

10

from further back, you may want to set that

11

easiest to access. Any landowner should be able to

11

appropriately. You can see and find anything that

12

contact the right-of-way agent. There should have

12

has been filed or is available.

13

been a phone number to contact Algonquin. You

13

There's other options also. There's

14

should be able to get the individual map for your

14

something -- using that Documents and Filings tab,

15

location. If not, you also should put the filing

15

there is something called eSubscription. Using that

16

and the maps in the public libraries. So there are

16

you can create an account on FERC's website. You

17

multiple ways to access all the maps.

17

put in PF 13-16, and that means any time anybody

18

MR. PROVIDAKES: How many documents?

18

files something on this docket, Algonquin, FERC, any

19

MS. SUTER: Quite a few maps.

19

agency or landowner will get an email that says so

20

MR. PROVIDAKES: How do I find it? Is

20

and so just filed something. You can click on a

21

link to go to that. You will get an email any time

22

something has been filed. It is a way to keep up
with the information.

21

there a search function that I can use?

22

MS. SUTER: The best way to get your

23

individual one, we put out repeatedly Algonquin's

23

24

hot line or phone number, an 800 number. You might

24

MR. PROVIDAKES: I get that email thing.

43

45

1

have a local number for this area. One of you guys

1

2

might identify what that phone number is. We might

2

3

have it listed somewhere. You can call that phone

3

4

number. Someone from Algonquin will contact you

4

5

back and get you the individual map that you need.

5

MR. LUSKAY: We will get one printed out

6
7
8
9
10

for you.

6
7

MR. PROVIDAKES: I can handle a big
electronic file.

8
9

MR. SHEA: Ms. Suter, you did mention

10

11

that certain things are available in the public

11

12

domain. Could you talk for a second about how an

12

13

individual can access the documents on FERC, the

13

14

online system? I think it is very good but it is

14

15

not necessarily very simple. There's a little bit

15

16

of a wrinkle.

16

17

MS. SUTER: I understand. So anybody

17

18

who wants to access information electronically

18

19

through FERC's website, and anything that FERC

19

20

issues, any comments that go on, anything that

20

21

Algonquin files with us, everything goes on our

21

22

website and is available for you to access. The way

22

23

to do that is that you go to www.ferc.gov. In there

23

24

is a tab, Documents and Filings. From there you

24

In there there's one that came from Algonquin or
Spectra that said we put the maps up here. Or it
says we posted our CD of our thing, which is about
three-terabyte size. Is there any specificity in
that?
MS. SUTER: Our system will only allow
you to upload up to a certain file size. Don't ask
me what it is. I'm not a tech expert. They will
have to break down a large file into components.
When you click on the link, it will say there are
multiple files on there and you can click a button
on there to see all of the files under that
particular filing. You have to start going through
them. The maps are probably multiple files. You
probably have to go through to get to the
appropriate one.
It is not the easiest website to
navigate. I have no control over that. This is
just some of the options that are available to you.
It is all on there and it is all publicly available
to you. As we mentioned, it is out there at your
local public library. You do have that option for
anybody who wants to go there and access it.
MR. SHEA: Thank you very much. I
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48

1

appreciate that. Let me ask now, is there anyone

1

EIS. We will marry those two documents together so

2

else who would like to speak? Mr. Goode?

2

that we don't have one document covering federal and

3

one for state. The will run closely in parallel in

3

MR. GOODE: I was curious if there was

4

anybody from the local press here tonight? I don't

4

the event we are required to submit an EIR with

5

know if they are invited. They always like to make

5

MEPA. That has already been discussed as well.

6

sure that they are here.

6

7

MR. SHEA: Someone from the local press

formally propose with FERC at the same time you are
formally proposing with MEPA.

8

was here when FERC had its meeting on October 3rd.

8

9

But I don't know if anyone is here.

9

10
11

MR. MATATHIA: So the idea is to

7

MR. TYRRELL: Correct. By the time we

MR. PREVITERA: Are they invited?

10

formally file with FERC at the end of February, we

MR. SHEA: The notifications go out to

11

will have been through the ENF stage with MEPA, and

12

abutters and to town and city officials, not

12

the determination of whether an EIR is required will

13

specifically to members of the press unless they

13

be completed at that time, if an EIR is required.

14

request to be invited.

14

We don't expect the EIS from NEPA to be issued until

15

July, as Jim had mentioned in his statements.

15

MR. MATATHIA: One final question. In

16

order to inform the first procedural point that I

16

17

had made in my remarks, I was wondering if the

17

is whether the scopes will issue at the same time,

18

proponent can identify when they plan to file with

18

assuming both processes are invoked.

19

MEPA so that you would know what the extension of

19

MR. TYRRELL: I think there is plenty of

20

your comment period through that proceeding would

20

time there in order for the Secretary to issue the

21

be.

21

scope on the EIR at the end of the ENF period once

22

we file. The FERC has got until the end of June or

22

MR. TYRRELL: We are actively working on

MR. MATATHIA: What I'm wondering about

23

the ENF now. We are trying to marry up the ENF with

23

July before the EIS ever hits the street, so that's

24

our formal application being filed with FERC in

24

five months. The period in between in which any of

47

49

1

February. We anticipate early February for the ENF

1

the state-specific requirements, the expectation

2

filing with MEPA.

2

would be FERC is covering traffic, FERC is covering

3

contamination, FERC is covering other environmental

4

as well.

3
4
5

MR. MATATHIA: So the ENF is married
with the draft EIR or will it be?
MR. TYRRELL: Remember too, I think

5

MR. MATATHIA: But what I'm asking is

6

right now we barely triggered the requirement to

6

whether the scopes would come out at the same time

7

file an ENF, given the length and the other

7

and be perhaps coextensive as opposed to having an

8

statutory requirements. We voluntarily committed to

8

EIS come out and then incorporate whatever the state

9

filing an ENF with MEPA. That will marry up with

9

may require.

10

FERC's EIS document. We don't anticipate MEPA

10

11

scoping us for anything beyond ENF at this stage.

11

would be that, that MEPA would issue the scope. And

12

That's MEPA's decision, not ours. Right know the

12

if they require an EIR, that scope would become part

13

plan now is to file an ENF in early February. That

13

of the FERC's EIS. So again, we are working

14

will run its course and we'll go from there in

14

towards, for the benefit of everyone involved, a

15

determining whatever the Secretary decides.

15

single NEPA/MEPA document.

16

MR. MATATHIA: So the risk is that you

16

MR. TYRRELL: I think that the plan

MR. MATATHIA: Both processes have

17

do a federal EIR and then thereafter may have to do

17

similar steps almost identical. They initiate with

18

a state -- excuse me, a federal EIS and thereafter

18

a scope for filing which then determines whether or

19

may have to do a state EIR.

19

not an EIR or EIS is required, and the scope for

20

that. And then the draft EIR -- file the EIS.

20

MR. TYRRELL: We have talked to MEPA and

21

been successful at this before. In the event that

21

22

the Secretary decides we need to prepare an EIR, we

22

state and federal processes will be in parallel or

23

will expand FERC's EIS to cover any specific state

23

whether or not one is going to be stepping out ahead

24

requirements that aren't otherwise satisfied by that

24

of the other, and to the extent the second one is

What I'm asking is whether or not the
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1
2

triggered it catches up.
MR. TYRRELL: My response is that they

52
1

to stay to our schedule, and we can't alter it, is

2

that we'll get the comments on Monday, April (sic)

3

will be in parallel. That's the simplest answer.

3

9th. The comments have to be filed with the

4

We have navigated that before. If we have to

4

company, Algonquin, and FERC at the same time at the

5

navigate it, we will keep it in parallel for

5

end of that week on the 13th. That's a FERC

6

simplicity's sake.

6

deadline. As people pointed out, we are still in

7

MR. SHEA: Anyone else?

7

the pre-filing process. No petition for approval of

8

MR. DOYLE: My name is Ed Doyle, a

8

the project has been filed with FERC. At this point

9

for the comments we are going to be submitting to

9

resident of Dedham, D o y l e. My concern is safety

10

after this is constructed. I've worked with gas

10

FERC, we will summarize the comments that are made

11

over a long period of time, natural gas. I see

11

tonight, certainly. But if anyone wants to add some

12

these explosions in gas lines in Texas and other

12

written comments, we will be happy to read them and

13

parts of the country. I looked at one a couple of

13

see how we can incorporate them into our written

14

months ago. They evacuated people to a mile and a

14

comments to FERC. They have to be received by me by

15

half back from the site of the explosion.

15

Monday, December 9th.

16

I hope there's going to be an extensive

16

Since there are no other members of the

17

evaluation after the pipeline is in. How soon can

17

public that wish to speak, I'll conclude. First I

18

you shut that line down? Are we going to have

18

would like to thank everyone for coming. I know it

19

evacuation routes? That road at times is completely

19

is a weekday night. I appreciate your interest in

20

covered with traffic for miles. How would you move

20

what is going on. I would like to thank the company

21

those cars out of there if you had a leak? How soon

21

for making people available for answering questions.

22

could you move people out? How would you get people

22

I especially thank Ms. Suter for coming up here from

23

out of the area?

23

Washington, D.C. and my colleagues for coming in

24

from Boston.

24

There is no possibility that you can

51

53

1

guarantee a hundred percent that you won't have a

1

2

leak. You are know that. Is there going to be a

2

be around for a few minutes after tonight's hearing.

3

probability analysis of the leak? What's the

3

Thank you for attending. The meeting is now

4

possibilities of a leak? What's your history? A

4

adjourned.

5

lot of the lines aren't in as heavily a populated

5

6

area as this is going through in Dedham. The impact

6

7

on Dedham from a safety point of view is going to be

7

8

enormous. We have heavy trucks going over that road

8

9

you are going to put the pipe down in. The road

If you have any further questions, we'll

(8:24 p.m.)

9

10

goes up and down. I heard your pipe is only 3 feet

10

11

down. Are we going to fatigue those pipes? What's

11

12

going to happen in 10 or 20 years? I'm not worried

12

13

about 20 years from now but younger people are. I

13

14

think this is a very unsafe thing you are doing in a

14

15

very populated area. I hope when FERC does a safety

15

16

analysis and they take that into account.

16

17

MR. SHEA: Thank you, Mr. Doyle.

17

18

Does anyone else want to speak? Let me

18

19

just address one issue. As I said before, any

19

20

comments, any written comments that you would like

20

21

the Siting Board to consider must be filed with me

21

22

no later than Monday, December 9th. And my contact

22

23

information is on a sheet at the back of the room.

23

24

We don't have -- the reason that we need

24
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Exhibit 4 to West Roxbury Motion for
Rehearing: Senator Markey Study
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American consumers are paying billions of dollars for natural gas that never reaches their homes,
but instead leaks from aging distribution pipelines, contributing to climate change, threatening
public health, and sometimes causing explosions. This report, which was prepared at the request
of Sen. Edward J. Markey (D-MA),1 draws on data from a variety of sources to assess the impact
of leaks and other
Gas distribution companies in 2011 reported releasing 69 billion cubic feet of natural gas to the
atmosphere, almost enough to
equal to the
annual carbon dioxide emissions of about six million automobiles.2 Nonetheless, last year these
companies replaced just 3 percent of their distribution mains made of cast iron or bare steel,3
which leak 18 times more gas than plastic pipes and 57 times more gas than protected steel.4 Gas
companies have little incentive to replace these leaky pipes, which span about 91,000 miles
across 46 states, because they are able to pass along the cost of lost gas to consumers. Nationally,
consumers paid at least $20 billion from 2000-2011 for gas that was unaccounted for and never
used, according to analysis performed for this report.5
Natural gas has been touted as a cleaner alternative to coal for producing electricity, but its
environmental benefits cannot be fully realized so long as distribution pipelines are leaking such
enormous quantities of gas, which is primarily comprised of methane, a greenhouse gas that is at
least 21 times more potent than carbon dioxide.6 Americans also remain at risk from gas
explosions and other safety hazards caused by leaky natural gas pipelines. From 2002 to 2012,
almost 800 significant incidents on gas distribution pipelines, including several hundred
explosions,7 killed 116 people, injured 465 others, and caused more than $800 million in
property damage.

1

The House Natural Resources Committee Democratic staff prepared the report at the request of Sen. Markey when
he was serving as the senior ranking Democrat on the committee.
U.S. Environme
http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/Downloads/ghgemissions/US-GHGInventory-2013-Main-Text.pdf. Maine gas consumption levels are based on data reported to the Energy Information
Administration (EIA), available at http://www.eia.gov/naturalgas/annual/pdf/nga11.pdf.
Distribution mains are a common gas source for multiple customers. Individual customers receive gas via service
lines. In 2012, gas companies replaced 12 percent of their leak-prone service lines, according to PHMSA data.
4
This calculation is based on an average of the emissions factors for cast iron and bare steel pipelines assigned by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 40 CFR Part 98, Subpart W, available at
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-12-23/pdf/2011-31532.pdf.
5
Based on unaccounted for gas reported to EIA, multiplied by the average city gate price, and adjusted for inflation.
An EIA official recommended we use the average city gate price because it reflects the price the distribution
company paid for the gas from the transmission company.
ural Gas Infrastructure is Harming our
http://www.clf.org/static/natural-gasleaks/WhitePaper_Final_lowres.pdf.
7
There were 257 explosions from Mar. 2004 - Dec. 2012, according to data from PHMSA. PHMSA data before
Feb. 2004 does not indicate whether significant incidents involved explosions. There were 191 significant incidents
from Jan 2002- Feb. 2004.

is a nationally recognized leader among states in energy efficiency8 and reducing greenhouse gas
emissions.9
launched incentive programs to encourage gas companies to replace leak-prone pipelines and
operate more efficiently. The incentive programs are needed because gas companies in
Massachusetts own and operate one of America
systems, ranking sixth among state systems in the number of miles of main distribution pipelines
made of cast iron or bare steel.10 These companies have replaced less than 4 percent of their leakprone pipes per year while billing Massachusetts ratepayers an estimated $640 million to $1.5
billion from 2000-2011 for unaccounted for gas (see Table 3 on page 7).
The problem of leaky gas pipelines may be even worse than the data presented in this report
suggests. Indeed, companies frequently report negative volumes of unaccounted for gas to
various agencies
closed system.11 Federal and state regulators explained in interviews for this report that there
problems are common. The Massachusetts DPU has responded by requesting additional funds in
its 2014 budget to hire a third-party
leaks and calculating lost and unaccounted for gas.12
Last year, 24.5 trillion cubic feet of natural gas was produced in the United States, up 4 trillion
cubic feet since 2007. 13 Sales of natural gas from federal lands were about 18 percent (4.3 tcf) of
total U.S. sales in fiscal year 2012, including 3 trillion cubic feet produced onshore and 1.3
8

Massachusetts was the top2012 State Energy Efficiency Scorecard, available at http://aceee.org/research-report/e12c.
9
For example, Massachusetts is part of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative the first mandatory cap and trade
emissions program in the United States.
10
In 2012, Massachusetts had 5,482 miles of leak-prone mains and 194,326 leak-prone service lines, according to
PHMSA data.
11
-for-Gas in
http://www.puc.state.pa.us/transport/gassafe/pdf/UFG_Report_Feb2012.pdf.
Statement of Richard K. Sullivan, Massachusetts Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs, before the Joint
Committee on Telecommunications, Utilities and Energy, June 11, 2013.
Congressional Research Service, U.S. Crude Oil and Natural Gas Production in Federal and Non-Federal Are
March 7, 2013, available at http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R42432.pdf.
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trillion cubic feet produced offshore.14 Additionally, about 28 percent (85 tcf of 305 tcf) of U.S.
proved reserves of dry natural gas are located on federal lands.15 Fixing leaky pipelines is
important in making sure these newly abundant natural gas resources are put to responsible use
and fully benefit the American people.
To address the problems identified in this report, Sen. Markey is drafting legislation that will
push states and non-regulated utilities to accelerate replacement of high-risk, leaky pipelines and
curtail the practice of passing along the costs of lost gas to consumers. The following section of
the report uses Massachusetts as a case study to show why this legislation is necessary.

Crews work to extinguish a fire following a gas explosion in Allentown, Penn., in February 2011.

14

2013, available at http://www.eia.gov/analysis/requests/federallands/pdf/eia-federallandsales.pdf.
15
Ibid, 13.

3

The price of leaked gas
By not replacing leaking pipelines, gas companies nationwide are charging ratepayers for gas
that never reaches homes and is contributing to climate change, endangering public health,16 and
risking explosions and other safety hazards. The problem is particularly acute in Massachusetts
show:
Massachusetts ratepayers paid between $640 million to $1.5 billion from 2000-2011
for gas that never reached their homes and businesses. At least 99 billion cubic feet of
lost and
in Massachusetts from 2000-2011, according
natural gas w
to data reported by utilities to the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities (DPU).
The cost of this unaccounted for gas $640 million to $1.5 billion, according to
calculations performed for this report17 was passed on to the commonwealth
approximately 1.5 million residential, commercial and other customers (see Table 3 on
page 7).18
Three companies, Boston Gas, Colonial Gas, and Nstar Gas, accounted for 80 percent of
these passed-on costs from 2000-2011. As a group, Boston Gas customers paid the most,
covering an estimated $352 to $781 million in unaccounted for gas costs, followed by
Nstar Gas customers at $109 to $229 million, and Colonial Gas customers at $92 to $221
million. On a per customer basis, Westfield Gas & Electric customers paid the most
(about $304 to $2,426 per customer) because of
small customer base
relative to its unaccounted for gas levels. Boston Gas, New England Gas, Nstar Gas and
Essex Gas customers each paid over $370 to $875 on average in lost and unaccounted for
gas costs from 2000-2011.

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 103, no. 11, available at
http://www.pnas.org/content/103/11/3988.full.
17
See the notes under Table 3 on page 7 for information on our methodology.
18
The average number of customers as reported to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) for 20002011. The number of customers reported to EIA in 2011 was about 1.4 million.
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Lost natural gas accounts for at least 45
emissions for large, stationary facilities.19 Utilities serving Massachusetts reported
releasing between 1.1 and 1.4 billion cubic feet of gas into the atmosphere in 2011,
accounting for between
large, stationary facilities, as reported to the Massachusetts Greenhouse Gas Registry (see
Table 4 on page 13).20
The three companies reporting the greatest emissions (Boston Gas, Nstar Gas, and
Columbia Gas) were also the three companies that had the most leak-prone pipes in their
distribution systems, as of 2012 (see Table 4 on page 13). In addition, researchers from
Boston University and Duke University recently measured methane levels over 785 miles
of Boston roads and found 3,356 leaks likely due to natural gas distribution pipelines.21
State law requires Massachusetts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 25 percent below
1990 levels by 2020.22 Addressing gas leaks is especially important in meeting this goal
because methane is such a potent heat-trapping gas, with at least 21 times the warming
potential of carbon dioxide over a 100-year time horizon and as much as 72 times the
warming potential over a 20-year horizon.23 By 2010, Massachusetts had already
succeeded in reducing methane emissions from the natural gas distribution system by 14
percent below 1990 levels.24
However, greater reductions are still possible by accelerating replacement of leaky pipes.
Natural gas companies could reduce their emissions in Massachusetts to 25 percent below
1990 levels by replacing about 777 miles of cast iron mains (the most leak-prone pipe
material), according to staff calculations.25

Calculation is based on data reported for large, stationary facilities during 2011 as part of the Greenhouse Gas
Registry, and is available at http://www.mass.gov/eea/docs/dep/air/climate/11facghg.pdf. These facilities represent
one quarter of Massachuse
emissions inventory is 2010. In 2010, distribution systems accounted for about 33 percent of total methane
emissions, available at http://www.mass.gov/eea/docs/dep/air/climate/ghginv9012.xls.
Companies reported different amounts of methane lost or emitted per year to different agencies largely due to
differences in reporting methodologies. EIA does not require companies to follow a specific methodology for
calculating natural gas losses, and in some cases, there is a substantial difference between the numbers reported to
EIA and those reported to DEP and EPA.
Environmental
Pollution, vol. 173, available at http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0269749112004800.
The Global Warming Solutions Act of 2008.
23
According to the EPA, methane has a global warming potential of 21 for a hundred-year time horizon, compared
nd
individual studies have assigned a higher global warming potential of 25 and 33 for hundred-year time horizons,
respectively. For more information, see http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/wg1/en/ch2s2-10-2.html.
24
Calculation is based on 2010 emissions levels reported in the Greenhouse Gas Inventory,
http://www.mass.gov/eea/docs/dep/air/climate/ghginv9012.xls.
25
Calculation is based on the 1990 emissions levels for the natural gas distribution system in the Massachusetts
Greenhouse Gas Inventory, the emissions reductions reported as of 2010 in the Greenhouse Gas Inventory in 2010
on rate for cast iron pipelines in 40 CFR Part 98, Subpart W.
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Nationwide, the natural gas distribution system is the largest source of methane
emissions, accounting for 19 percent of total emissions in 2011, according to the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). EPA also found that recent reductions in U.S.
methane emissions have been driven in part by replacing leak-prone pipelines in
distribution systems.26
More significant pipeline incidents in Massachusetts involved cast iron or other
high-risk pipes. Incidents are four times more likely to occur on cast iron mains than
mains made of other materials, according to an analysis of national pipeline incidents by
the U.S Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA).27
In Massachusetts, 57 percent of the significant incidents28 from 2002-2012 attributable
to human error, leaks, natural forces, excavation damage, and a variety of other causes
occurred around segments of the distribution system utilizing cast iron or steel pipe (see
Table 5 on page 14). One of these incidents, a gas explosion in July 2002 involving a
corroded fitting on a steel pipe, leveled a home and killed two children in Hopkinton,
Mass. Another powerful explosion occurred in Springfield, Mass., last November, as a
result of human error after a worker from Columbia Gas of Massachusetts accidently
punctured a steel service line, which had been retrofitted with plastic, while responding to
a call about a gas leak. The incident resulted in injuries to 17 people and $1.3 million in
property damage, according PHMSA data.
Nationally, a number of recent killer pipeline explosions have been traced to aging, cast
iron pipelines,29 including explosions in Austin, Texas, Philadelphia, and Allentown,
Penn., where a gas main explosion in February 2011 resulted in five fatalities, three
hospitalizations, and eight destroyed homes (see photo on page 3). Some of these
accidents might have been prevented had gas companies performed timelier repair,
rehabilitation and replacement of high-risk pipeline, such as cast iron and unprotected
bare steel pipes, according to PHMSA.30
prompt action [by gas companies] to repair, remediate, and replace high-risk gas pipeline

t
http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/Downloads/ghgemissions/US-GHG-Inventory-2013-Main-Text.pdf. The EPA
Inspector General is currently reviewing what actions can be taken to reduce methane leaks from pipelines,
according to the Wall Street Journal, available at
http://online.wsj.com/article/AP68bfefc2d9ce4d2c95fba5214c33dc19.html.
2011, available at
http://opsweb.phmsa.dot.gov/pipeline_replacement/cast_iron_inventory.asp#recent_incidents.
28
Significant Incidents are those incidents reported by pipeline operators to PHMSA when any of the following
conditions are met: 1) Fatality or injury requiring in-patient hospitalization. 2) $50,000 or more in total costs,
measured in 1984 dollars. 3) Highly volatile liquid releases of 5 barrels or more or other liquid releases of 50 barrels
or more. 4) Liquid releases resulting in an unintentional fire or explosion.
29
See http://opsweb.phmsa.dot.gov/pipeline_replacement/cast_iron_inventory.asp#recent_incidents.
30
United States Department of Transportation, Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, 2011,
http://opsweb.phmsa.dot.gov/pipelineforum/docs/PHMSA%20111011-002%20NARUC.pdf.
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The slow pace of fixing leaks
There are some federal and state incentives in place to accelerate the pace of infrastructure
replacement. Massachusetts is one of several forward-looking states that have either established
or are considering policies that create financial incentives for gas companies to repair or replace
leaky infrastructure. Despite these incentives, gas distribution companies
leak-prone pipeline remains slow. Specifically, the data show:
U.S. gas companies are replacing less than 5 percent of their leakiest pipes per year.
Cast iron and bare steel are the most leak-prone pipe materials, releasing 27.25 and 12.58
cubic feet of methane per hour, per mile, respectively, according to the EPA.31 PHMSA
also lists these materials as high-risk pipeline infrastructure that is prone to failure.32
Nonetheless, last year gas companies nationwide replaced just 3 percent of their cast iron
and bare steel distribution mains pipes that connect transmission lines to service lines
with less leak-prone plastic pipes.33
The Massachusetts gas distribution system which is owned and operated by gas
companies ranks third among state distribution systems in the total number of miles of
cast iron mains and second in the
connect mains to customers. The distribution system ranks ninth and fourth in the number
of miles of bare steel mains and services, respectively.34 Gas companies operating in
Massachusetts, however, replaced just 4 percent of cast iron and bare steel pipes in 2012
(see Table 6 on page 16). Of these companies, Boston Gas replaced the most miles (99)
and service lines (3,277) made of cast iron and bare steel in 2012. Since 2004, New
England Gas has reduced its inventory of cast iron and bare steel pipeline the most,
replacing 1,408 miles of leak-prone mains and 51,496 leak-prone services (Table 6).35
Nationwide, there are few federal or state incentives to repair or replace leaky pipes
hazardous leaks
or minimize lost gas. Federal pipeline safety regulations require
posing imminent threat to be repaired promptly, allowing non-hazardous leaks to go
unrepaired.36 Gas companies are required to identify and classify leaks according to risk
as part of their federally mandated Distribution Integrity Management Plans,37 but only
five states require all non-hazardous leaks to be repaired within a certain timeframe.38

31
32

40 CFR Part 98, Subpart W, available at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-12-23/pdf/2011-31532.pdf.
Ibid, 30.
Companies may also retrofit bare steel pipelines with protective linings, which also have a lower emissions rate.

http://opsweb.phmsa.dot.gov/pipeline_replacement/cast_iron_inventory.asp and
http://opsweb.phmsa.dot.gov/pipeline_replacement/bare_steel_inventory.asp.
Both of these companies part
36
49 CFR 192 Part 192.703(c). A hazardous leak represents an existing or probable hazard to people or property and
requires immediate action until the conditions are no longer hazardous, according to PHMSA guidance.
37
49 CFR Part 192§§1005-1007.
38
Ibid, 30
Requirements & Initiatives Providing Increased Public Safety Levels compared to Cod
September 30, 2011, available at:
http://www.phmsa.dot.gov/staticfiles/PHMSA/DownloadableFiles/Files/Pipeline/Compendium.pdf.
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The Massachusetts legislature is currently considering repair timeframes for all nonhazardous leaks.39
Thirty-three states, including Massachusetts,40 have infrastructure replacement programs
targeting cast iron and bare steel pipelines that allow companies to recover costs for
replacing their leak-prone pipelines.41 However, companies may have little incentive to
use these programs to accelerate pipeline replacement so long as they can still pass costs
on to customers for lost gas.
Only two states with infrastructure replacement programs, Pennsylvania and Texas, have
established limits on the amount companies can charge customers for lost gas.42
Pennsylvania just took these actions, so the results are not in yet, but in Texas the results
are dramatic. From 2010 to 2012, with four gas companies participating in infrastructure
replacement programs, Texas gas companies reduced their inventory of leak-prone
service lines by 55 percent (101,790 lines). In this same time period, gas companies in
Massachusetts reduced their leak-prone service lines by just 4 percent (8,278 lines).
Notably, the Massachusetts legislature is also considering a cap on allowable
unaccounted for gas, which could provide an additional financial incentive for gas
companies to repair or replace leak-prone pipes.43
monitor company performance because data on unaccounted for gas is
of such poor quality. Companies regularly report negative volumes of unaccounted for
gas, and there can be substantial variance in the numbers reported across agencies (see
Table 7 on page 18). Negative unaccounted for gas volumes indicate calculating or
closed distribution system, according to a 2012 report prepared for the Pennsylvania
Utility Commission.44 This report also noted that inconsistencies in methodologies across

According to federal and state officials, companies do not use a consistent methodology
to calculate unaccounted for gas. Officials
Office of Pipeline Safety
explained in an interview for this report that the agency provides companies with a
formula for calculating unaccounted for gas, as well as guidance about the types of
adjustments that are appropriate to make; however, each company decides which
adjustments to make and less sophisticated operators may not make basic adjustments,

https://malegislature.gov/Committees/Joint/J37.
New England Gas, Columbia Gas, and National Grid (MA) which includes Boston Gas, Colonial Gas, and
Essex Gas
w
England Gas and Boston Gas replaced the most leak-prone pipeline.
Based on the states listed in Ibid, 30 and Ibid, 6.
42
Pennsylvania capped unaccounted for gas at 3 percent, to be phased in over time, and finalized its rule in 2013,
(52 PA Code §59.111). Texas capped unaccounted for gas for distribution systems at 5 percent in 2002. 16 TX
Admin. Code §7.5525.
https://malegislature.gov/Committees/Joint/J37.
44
Ibid, 11.
40
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such as adjusting volumes based on standard temperature pressure.45 In Massachusetts,
the Department of Public Utilities requested additional funds in its 2014 budget to hire a
thirdcalculating lost and unaccounted for gas. 46

Actions needed to accelerate pipeline replacement
Despite slow progress to date, some state initiatives like those established or proposed in
Massachusetts show promise and should be expanded to accelerate the repair or replacement of
leak-prone pipelines. In particular:
States and non-regulated utilities such as municipal gas companies should adopt
cost recovery programs for accelerated replacement of high-risk, leak-prone
pipelines. Companies typically cannot recover the costs of their infrastructure
investments until the utility files for and receives such approval, which can be many
months and sometimes more than a year after costs have been incurred.47 Cost
recovery programs allow gas companies to recover the costs of infrastructure
improvements on a timelier basis, which could provide more incentive for companies to
replace their leaky pipelines.48 Ratepayers and the public may also benefit from these
programs through increased safety, reductions in rates from decreased operations and
maintenance and unaccounted for gas costs,49 and reduced greenhouse gas emissions,
according to a recent analysis of such programs in New England.
Taking into account widely accepted assumptions from the EPA regarding the rate of gas
leaks, global warming potential and the social cost of carbon, and including costs
associated with replacing pipelines, Massachusetts residents stand to realize $156 million
in net benefits over 10 years from the companies participating
infrastructure replacement program.50 One of these companies, Colonial Gas, increased
their annual replacement rate of leak-prone pipeline by an average of 7 percent for
45

Examples of appropriate adjustments are temperature, pressure, heat content, meter reading cycles, calculable
losses from leaks or maintenance. P
http://www.phmsa.dot.gov/staticfiles/PHMSA/DownloadableFiles/Forms/Gas%20Distr%20Annual%20Report%20I
nstructions%20-%20PHMSA%20F%207100.1-1%20(01-2011).pdf.
Ibid, 12.
47

http://www.aga.org/SiteCollectionDocuments/RatesReg/0712INFRASREPLAC.pdf.
48

also reduce

Regulators Should V
. 2009, available at
http://nrri.org/pubs/gas/NRRI_cost_trackers_sept09-13.pdf.
These reductions would help offset some, but not all, of the rate increase associated with replacing leak-prone
infrastructure. For an example of how such a program might impact Massachusetts ratepayers, see the Attorney
infrastructure cost recovery, available at
http://www.env.state.ma.us/dpu/docs/gas/10-55/11310dpuord.pdf.
50
The companies were National Grid (Boston Gas and Colonial Gas), New England Gas, and Columbia Gas. The
Replacement Program January, 2013, available at
http://www.analysisgroup.com/uploadedFiles/Publishing/Articles/Benefits_Costs_TIRF_Jan2013.pdf.
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service lines and 13 percent for main lines during its two years in the program. The other
companies participating in the cost recovery program Boston Gas, New England Gas,
and Colombia Gas have not appreciably improved their replacement rates of leak-prone
pipes. This suggests that additional financial incentives, such as those currently under
consideration by the Massachusetts legislature, may be needed.51
In 2009, Secretary of Transportation Ray LaHood called on states to adopt and expand
infrastructure replacement programs. Forty-six states have leak-prone pipelines and could
benefit from such programs, but so far only 33 states, including Massachusetts,52 have

States and non-regulated utilities should establish timeframes for repairing nonhazardous gas leaks. Gas companies are already required by federal regulation to
identify, classify, and manage safety risks posed by leaks.53 Nonetheless, leaks that do
not pose a safety risk may continue unabated. Just five states Florida, Georgia, Kansas,
Maine and Texas have established firm timeframes for repairing all non-hazardous
leaks, with timeframes ranging from 3 months to 36 months for the least hazardous
leaks.54 As noted by the Conservation Law Foundation, this program may be having an
effect, as Maine had one of the lowest lost gas rates in the country, according to data
from the Energy Information Administration.55 The Massachusetts legislature is
considering repair timeframes for all non-hazardous leaks.56
States and non-regulated utilities should adopt a standard definition and
methodology for calculating unaccounted for gas. Inconsistent data reported by
companies
according to the Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission and others.57 Furthermore, negative unaccounted for gas
levels are indicative of calculating or reporting discrepancies, not actual gas volumes
and PHMSA does not allow companies to report negative values. To address this issue,
the Pennsylvania Commission adopted a standard definition and methodology for
58
Other states with similar
reporting issu
Massachusetts state regulators plan to
study the issue. 59

In the current legislative session, Massachusetts has at least two other innovative financing proposals for
infrastructure replacement under consideration, including one
specific to financing the repair of non-hazardous leaks.
Ibid, 51.
53
49 CFR Part 192 §1007.
54
Ibid, 6.
55
Ibid, 6.
available at https://malegislature.gov/Committees/Joint/J37.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission Public Meeting held June 7, 2012 Re: Proposed Rulemaking Order,
Docket No. L-2012-2294746 and Ibid, 6.
Ibid, 57.
Ibid, 12.
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States and non-regulated utilities should limit the ability of gas companies to recover
costs for unaccounted for gas. Limiting the amount of unaccounted for gas for which
companies can charge would create a powerful financial incentive for gas companies to
minimize emissions. As noted earlier, Pennsylvania and Texas are the only states that
have set statewide caps on the percentages of gas for which companies can recover
costs.60 In both states, companies can recover costs for no more than 5 percent of the
unaccounted for gas, and Pennsylvania plans to lower that to 3 percent in coming years. 61
In finalizing its plan earlier this year, the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission stated
that eliminating cost recovery for gas lost above the cap shifts the financial burden of lost
gas from the ratepayer to the gas company. That approach appears to have worked in
Texas, which reduced its inventory of leak-prone service lines by an impressive 55
percent over the last two years. As noted earlier, the Massachusetts legislature is
considering a cap on allowable unaccounted for gas.62
To encourage action on these measures
, Sen. Markey is
currently drafting legislation amending the Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act of 1978.

the risks of gas leaks they cannot repair. Gas distribution companies, on the other hand, have
little reason to treat leaky pipelines as an urgent problem. They may even make money off of lost
The Markey legislation will
help make sure gas companies take responsibility and fix their leaks.

Pennsylvania and Texas are the only states with permanent, statewide caps in place. Other states may have
temporary caps or company-specific caps in place.
61
Ibid, 28.
See
https://malegislature.gov/Committees/Joint/J37.
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OPINION BY: CORDY
OPINION
[*605] [**823] CORDY, J. This action arises from
the Department of Environmental Protection's
(department's) issuance of a waterways license under G.
L. c. 91 (chapter 91 license) to the Boston
Redevelopment Authority (BRA) to redevelop a section
of land owned by the BRA on the seaward end of Long
Wharf (project site). The plaintiffs, ten residents of
Boston's North End neighborhood, appealed the issuance
of the chapter 91 license to the department's [***2]
office of appeals and dispute resolution, and ultimately to
a judge in the Superior Court, claiming the department
acted unconstitutionally and beyond its statutory
authority when it issued the chapter 91 license without
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the BRA to guide private sector development toward
obtaining a two-thirds vote of the Legislature as required
areas in need. See G. L. c. 121B, §§ 46-57A. Perhaps the
by art. 97 of the Amendments to the Massachusetts
most significant power granted to the BRA is the power
Constitution.3 On cross motions for judgment on the
of eminent domain, which G. L. c. 121B confers on the
pleadings, the motion judge ordered declaratory relief
BRA as is "necessary or reasonably required to carry out
and issued a writ of mandamus ordering the department
the purposes of [c. 121B]," G. L. c. 121B, § 11 (d), such
to enforce art. 97. We granted the BRA's application for
purposes being the elimination of "decadent, substandard
direct appellate review. We are presented with two
or blighted open conditions." G. L. c. 121B, § 45.6
principal questions: Whether the project site, which the
BRA took by eminent domain for urban renewal
purposes, is subject to art. 97; and if art. 97 does apply,
6 General Laws c. 121B grants the power of
whether the department may issue the chapter 91 license
eminent domain to urban renewal agencies and
to the BRA without triggering the requirement of a twootherwise provides for the acquisition and
thirds vote of the Legislature. We conclude that the
disposition of land pursuant to the purposes of
project site is not subject to art. 97.4
urban renewal. A number of statutory sections
discuss this power. General Laws c. 121B, § 11,
provides: "Each operating agency shall have the
3
Article 97 of the Amendments to the
powers . . . (d) To take by eminent domain . . .
Massachusetts Constitution, approved and ratified
any property, real or personal, [***5] or any
on November 7, 1972, superseded art. 49 of the
interest therein, found by it to be necessary or
Amendments, but preserved the right of the
reasonably required to carry out the purposes of
people to enjoy the natural resources of the
this chapter."
Commonwealth.
[***3] We refer to the
provision as art. 97.
General Laws c. 121B, § 45, provides:
4 We acknowledge the amicus briefs submitted
by Shirley Kressel and the Sierra Club, as well as
"It is hereby declared . . . that the
the brief submitted by the Conservation Law
acquisition of property for the
Foundation, the Massachusetts Association of
purpose of eliminating decadent,
Conservation Commissions, the Nature
substandard, or blighted open
Conservancy, and the Trustees of Reservations.
conditions thereon and preventing
recurrence of such conditions in
1. Background. a. The BRA and the 1964 urban
the area, the removal of structures
renewal plan. [*606] The BRA is both a "redevelopment
and improvement of sites, the
authority" under G. L. c. 121B, § 4, and an "urban
disposition of the property for
renewal agency" under G. L. c. 121B, § 9.5 Additionally,
redevelopment incidental to the
it serves as the planning board for the city of Boston and
foregoing, [and] the exercise of
monitors private development under G. L. c. 121A. See
powers by urban renewal agencies
St. 1960, c. 652, §§ 12-14.
. . . are public uses and purposes
for which public money may be
5 A thorough comparison of the BRA's role in
expended and the power of
G. L. c. 121A urban redevelopment projects
eminent domain exercised . . . ."
versus its role as an urban renewal agency in G.
L. c. 121B urban renewal projects can be found in
Boston Edison Co. v. Boston Redev. Auth., 374
Mass. 37, 50-53, 371 N.E.2d 728 (1977). See
General Laws c. 121B, § 47, provides:
Boston Redev. Auth. v. Charles River Park "C"
Co., 21 Mass. App. Ct. 777, 782-783, 490 N.E.2d
"Notwithstanding any contrary
810 (1986).
provision of this chapter, an urban
renewal agency may . . . take by
The BRA's urban renewal powers and duties are
eminent domain, as provided in
enumerated throughout G. L. c. 121B, particularly in §
clause (d) of section eleven . . . or
11 and §§ 45-57A. The legislative goals of G. L. c. 121B
acquire by purchase, lease, gift,
are to "eliminat[e] decadent, substandard, or blighted
bequest or grant, and hold, clear,
[***4] open" areas and to promote sound [**824]
repair, operate and, after having
community growth. G. L. c. 121B, § 45. See G. L. c.
taken or acquired the same,
121B, § 1 (defining decadent, substandard, and blighted
dispose of land constituting the
open areas). The BRA is vested with the authority to
whole or any part or parts of any
effectuate the goals of urban renewal through land
area which . . . it has determined to
assembly, title confirmation, public financial assistance,
be a decadent, substandard or
and development and design controls, all of which enable
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blighted open area and for which it
is preparing an urban [***6]
renewal plan . . . ."

Pursuant to the Downtown Waterfront-Faneuil Hall
urban [*607] renewal plan, dated April 15, 1964 (1964
urban renewal plan), and an order of taking, dated June 4,
1970, which incorporated that plan, the BRA acquired
the project site in 1970 as part of a larger taking by
eminent domain of the Long Wharf area (1970 taking). In
accordance with the legislative goals of G. L. c. 121B,
the 1964 urban renewal plan provides in Section 201:
"The [***7] basic goal of urban
renewal action in the Downtown
Waterfront-Faneuil Hall Area is to
stimulate and to facilitate development
efforts in the area, by eliminating those
severe conditions of blight, deterioration,
obsolescence, traffic congestion and
incompatible land uses which hinder
private investment in new development
without the aid of governmental action, in
order to (1) revitalize a key portion of
downtown Boston; (2) upgrade the pattern
of land uses close by the North End
residential community; (3) establish a
functional connection between the area
and its surrounding districts: the North
End, the Government Center and the
Financial District; and (4) provide an
environment suitable to the needs of
contemporary real estate development."7

7 Section 202 of the Downtown WaterfrontFaneuil Hall urban renewal plan, dated April 15,
1964 (1964 urban renewal plan), also outlines
several planning objectives, which are as follows:

development of real
property to its
fullest economic
potential.

"(2) To eliminate [***8] obsolete
and substandard building
conditions which are a factor in
spreading blight to adjacent areas.
"(3) To prevent the further
erosion of property values.
"(4) To protect and strengthen
the tax base of the city.
"(5) To encourage productive
and intensive use of land.
"(6) To create opportunities
for development of a downtown
residential community offering a
range of housing types and rentals.
"(7) To provide sites suitable
for the construction of efficient,
economical buildings.
"(8) To promote the
preservation and enhancement of
buildings in the Project Area
which have architectural and
historical significance.
"(9) To create an environment
which is conducive to the
investment of funds in
rehabilitation, conversion and
general upgrading of property.
"(10) To create an area with a
mixture of land uses compatible
with living, working and
recreational opportunities.

"(1) To eliminate a pattern of
land uses and blighting conditions
which

"(11) To create an area for the
development of marine or marineoriented activities designed to
stimulate tourism and symbolize
the importance of Boston's historic
relationship to the sea.

"(a) creates
severe traffic
congestion in the
area;

"(12) To provide for the
efficient flow of traffic within and
through the area.

"(b) exerts a
depressing effect on
adjacent areas;

"(13) To improve streets and
utilities and the landscaping of
[***9] public areas.

"(c) inhibits the

"(14) To provide public ways,
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amenities that are shared by all Boston residents." The
parks and plazas which encourage
municipal harbor plan was designed to complement
the pedestrian to enjoy the harbor
waterways regulations that accompanied G. L. c. 91,
and its activities.
already applicable to much of the waterfront area.
"(15) To develop the area in
Considering the project site to be underutilized, the
such a way as to stimulate
BRA proposed a plan in 2008 to redevelop it by
improvements in adjacent areas."
enclosing and expanding the pavilion to accommodate a
restaurant with outdoor seating, "takeout service," and a
bar. Specifically, the BRA planned to expand the 3,430
[*608] [**825] b. The project site. The project site
square foot pavilion by 1,225 square feet. In addition to
is a section of land at the eastern end of Long Wharf on
the restaurant, the proposed redevelopment includes
which sits an open-air brick structure known as Long
shaded seating, restrooms, and several sets of binoculars,
Wharf Pavilion. The BRA continues to hold and maintain
all available to the public independent of patronage of the
Long Wharf, including the project site, pursuant to the
restaurant. The proposed redevelopment is intended to
8
1964 urban renewal plan. Long Wharf is a designated
allow year-round [*610] use of the pavilion and provide
national historic landmark, and is the site of water
facilities and seating to the large number of pedestrians
transportation, public transportation, hotels, retail
and water transit users who frequent the area.
establishments, and [*609] restaurants. It is also part of
The BRA obtained fourteen zoning variances from
the Boston Harborwalk, a pedestrian walkway that lines
the Boston zoning board of appeals that allow for live
the waterfront.
entertainment, "takeout service," and food and alcohol
service until 1 A.M. at the proposed restaurant. In
8
Although the 1964 urban renewal plan
addition, because the project site is located on filled
specified a forty-year effective period, the plan
tidelands, [***12] the BRA was required to obtain the
was amended in 2004 to be effective through
chapter 91 license from the department. See G. L. c. 91, §
April 30, 2015.
14; 310 Code Mass. Regs. §§ 9.00-9.55 (2012). See also
9
In 1983, the department permitted the
Moot v. Department of Envtl. Protection, 448 Mass. 340,
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority to construct
342, 861 N.E.2d 410 (2007), S.C., 456 Mass. 309, 923
an emergency egress and ventilation shaft for the Blue
N.E.2d 81 (2010) (discussing applicability of G. L. c. 91,
Line subway tunnel, to be capped off by the structure
which governs development on tidelands).
now known as Long Wharf Pavilion. At the same time,
The department granted the chapter 91 license to the
the BRA undertook renovations to the plaza [***10]
BRA on September 17, 2008. The plaintiffs appealed.
area surrounding the pavilion. The plaza measures
They argued that the proposed restaurant would create
approximately 33,000 square feet, is paved with granite
unnecessary noise and would damage public open space,
flagstones, and features a large inlaid compass rose to the
parkland, and scenic quality.10 On January 29, 2010, the
south of the pavilion. Other features include benches,
public binoculars, and a flag pole. A segment of the
commissioner of the department issued a final decision
Harborwalk lines the perimeter of the plaza. Although
affirming the issuance of the chapter 91 license.11 The
not discussed in much detail in the 1964 urban renewal
plaintiffs appealed from that final decision to the
plan, the plaza's current use is consistent with the plan's
Superior Court, seeking a declaratory judgment under G.
provision for an "observation platform" on Long Wharf.
L. c. 231A and a writ of mandamus under G. L. c. 249, §
5, ordering the department to enforce the requirements of
9 The Department of Environmental Protection
art. 97 by seeking a two-thirds vote of the Legislature
(department) was then referred to as the
prior to issuing the license. The motion judge concluded
Department of Environmental Quality
that because the 1964 urban renewal plan aimed to create
Engineering.
parkland, open space, and a [*611] means of utilizing
and enjoying the harbor, it served art. 97 purposes and
In addition to the 1964 urban renewal plan, the
[***13] was therefore subject to art. 97. The judge
project site is also subject to Boston's Municipal Harbor
further concluded that the issuance of the chapter 91
Plan, which was approved in 1991 by the Secretary of the
license constituted a transfer of legal control from the
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs pursuant to
[**827] department to the BRA sufficient to effect a
301 Code Mass. Regs. §§ 23.00 (2000) (municipal harbor
disposition, as well as a change in use of the land, both of
plan). Among other objectives, the municipal harbor plan
which triggered the two-thirds vote requirement.
calls for the activation and revitalization of Boston's
Accordingly, the judge granted the plaintiffs' requested
underutilized shoreline "by promoting growth through
relief.12
private investment [**826]
that is appropriately
designed, and is a balanced mix of uses that bring vitality
10
The standard for granting a waterways
to the waterfront and public [***11] benefits and
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air and water, freedom from excessive and
license under G. L. c. 91 (chapter 91 license) for
unnecessary noise, and the natural, scenic,
a nonwater dependent use (like the proposed
historic, and esthetic qualities of their
restaurant) on filled tidelands is a finding by the
environment; and the protection of the
department that the use "shall serve a proper
people in their right to the conservation,
public purpose and that said purpose shall provide
development and utilization of the
a greater public benefit than public detriment to
agricultural, mineral, forest, water, air and
the rights of the public in said lands." G. L. c. 91,
other natural resources is hereby declared
§ 18.
to be a public purpose.
11
The plaintiffs filed their appeal from the
department's office of appeals and dispute
"The general court shall have the
resolution (OADR) on October 9, 2008, and at a
power to enact legislation necessary or
prescreening conference on December 3, 2008,
expedient to protect such rights.
the parties established a list of issues for
resolution. Those issues pertained only to the
[*612] ". . .
chapter 91 license and did not include the art. 97
"Lands and easements taken or
issue. In a motion for summary decision filed
acquired
for such purposes shall not be
during the appeals process on February 24, 2009,
used
for
[***16] other purposes or
the plaintiffs [***14] raised the art. 97 issue for
otherwise
disposed
of except by laws
the first time. The BRA and the department
enacted
by
a
two-thirds
vote, taken by
countered by asserting that art. 97 is outside the
yeas
and
nays,
of
each
branch of the
department's express statutory authority. Based
general
court."
(Emphases
added.)
on that assertion, the OADR hearing officer (and,
by adoption, the commissioner of the department)
declined to consider the issue, and it was litigated
for the first time in the Superior Court.
The principal issue in this case concerns whether the
12 The plaintiffs also invoked G. L. c. 30A, §
project site, which the BRA took by eminent domain in
14, arguing that the commissioner's decision was
1970, was "taken" for art. 97 purposes. See Selectmen of
based on an error of law, and that issuance of the
Hanson v. Lindsay, 444 Mass. 502, 504-506, 829 N.E.2d
chapter 91 license was in contravention of G. L.
1105 (2005) (in order for art. 97 vote requirement to
c. 91 statutory and regulatory requirements. See
apply, land must have been taken or acquired for art. 97
note 10, supra. Because the judge disposed of the
purposes). Article 97 clearly states that its purposes are
case on art. 97 grounds, she did not consider the
"the conservation, development and utilization of the
plaintiffs' request for G. L. c. 30A review.
agricultural, mineral, forest, water, air and other natural
Because the propriety of the chapter 91 license
resources." In contrast, land taken for urban renewal
(apart from the potential art. 97 issue) was not
purposes is generally understood to be taken "for the
reviewed in the Superior Court, it is not properly
purpose of eliminating decadent, substandard or blighted
before us on appeal.
open conditions." G. L. c. 121B, § 45. See Aaron v.
Boston Redev. Auth., 66 Mass. App. Ct. 804, 807, 808,
On appeal, the plaintiffs contend that the project site
810, 850 N.E.2d 1105 (2006) (in context of claim for
is subject to art. 97, and that the department's issuance of
prescriptive easement, land taken by BRA for urban
the chapter 91 license constituted a use or disposition
renewal purposes held for "other public purpose," not
triggering the two-thirds vote requirement. The BRA
conservation). Although as a practical matter, certain
counters that art. 97 does not apply because the project
aspects of an urban renewal plan may accomplish goals
[***15] site was not taken for art. 97 purposes. The
similar to those outlined in
[***17] rt. 97, the
department argues that it lacks the authority to interpret
overarching
purpose
for
which
[**828]
the land is taken
and apply art. 97, and that even if art. 97 did apply, the
is
distinct
from
art.
97
purposes.
department's issuance of the chapter 91 license did not
constitute a use or disposition triggering the vote
requirement. Both defendants argue that the motion
judge improperly voided the chapter 91 license through
declaratory and mandamus relief.
2. Discussion. a. Applicability of art. 97. Article 97
was approved and ratified on November 7, 1972,
superseding art. 49 of the Amendments. See note 3,
supra. It provides, in pertinent part, as follows:
"The people shall have the right to clean

With that distinction in mind, the issue is whether
the project site can nonetheless be characterized as
having been "taken or acquired for [art. 97] purposes."
Reported cases interpreting art. 97 are scarce. In
concluding that the project site was taken for art. 97
purposes, the motion judge relied heavily on the June 6,
1973, opinion of then Attorney General Robert Quinn.
See Rep. A.G., Pub. Doc. No. 12, at 139 (1973) (Quinn
Opinion). Using the Quinn Opinion for guidance, she
identified certain aims or objectives referenced in the
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1964 urban renewal plan, including the creation of public
Id. at 75.
ways, parks, open space, and plazas, and a means of
utilizing and enjoying the harbor. Because those aims
The Quinn Opinion suggests a more expansive
were consistent with the purposes of art. 97, the judge
reading of art. 97 than we afford it today, and it may
concluded that the project site, which realizes them, was
reasonably be read to support the plaintiffs' argument that
taken for art. 97 purposes and is therefore subject to the
the project site is subject to art. 97. We disagree with the
two-thirds [*613] vote requirement. Not surprisingly, the
Quinn Opinion to the extent it suggests that the vast
plaintiffs rely extensively on the Quinn Opinion in their
majority of land taken for any public purpose may
arguments before this court.
become subject to art. 97 if the taking or use even
incidentally promotes the "conservation, development
The Quinn Opinion was issued in response to a
and utilization of the . . . forest, [***20] water and air,"
general inquiry from the Speaker of the House [***18]
Rep. A.G., Pub. [*614] Doc. No. 12, at 142, or that the
of Representatives regarding the applicability of art. 97,
land simply displays some attributes of art. 97 land
and was rendered without reference to any particular set
generally.14 Id. at 143. We also do not [**829] agree that
of facts. Although the Quinn Opinion is entitled to
the relatively imprecise language of art. 97 warrants
careful judicial consideration on the question of the
[*615] an interpretation as broad as the Quinn Opinion
scope of art. 97 and the intent of its drafters, see
would afford it, particularly in light of the practical
Opinions of the Justices, 383 Mass. 895, 918, 424 N.E.2d
consequences that would result from such an expansive
1092 (1981), citing Rep. A.G., Pub. Doc. No. 12, at 141
application, as well as the ability of a narrower
(concluding art. 97 applies retroactively), its
interpretation to serve adequately the stated goals of art.
interpretation of art. 97 is not binding in its particulars,
97.
and we are hesitant to afford it too much weight due to
the generalized nature of the inquiry and the hypothetical
14 Unconstrained by a particular set of facts, the
nature of the response.13 See A.J. Cella, Administrative
then Attorney General, in Rep. A.G., Pub. Doc.
Law and Practice § 20, at 70-75 (1986) (discussing legal
No. 12 (1973) (Quinn Opinion) paints a broad
effect of opinions of the Attorney General).
picture of the scope of art. 97. In response to the
question, "Does the disposition or change of use
13 It is highly unusual for an opinion of the
of land held for park purposes require a two thirds
Attorney General to be rendered on a hypothetical
vote . . . as provided in [art. 97], or would a
basis. See A.J. Cella, Administrative Law and
majority vote of each branch be sufficient for
Practice § 20, at 69 n.2 (1986) (Cella). Opinions
approval?" the Quinn Opinion answered, "Yes,"
of the Attorney General are rendered pursuant to
and then went on to suggest that the actual use,
G. L. c. 12, § 3, which provides for the rendering
appearance, or attributes of a piece of land may
of legal advice by the Attorney General to State
be better evidence of the purpose for which it was
"departments, officers, and commissions" in
taken or acquired than the language of the
matters relating to their official duties. Cella,
instrument effectuating the acquisition. Id. at 143.
supra at 69. [***19] "Opinions of the Attorney
Its most expansive language [***21] reads:
General are rendered solely upon factual
situations which actually confront a given state
"Th[e] question as to [the
department or agency, and not upon hypothetical
applicability of art. 97 to] parks
questions or general requests for information." Id.
raises a further practical matter in
at 69 n.2, citing Rep. A.G., Pub. Doc. No. 12, 114
regard to implementing Article 97
(1967). An advisory opinion of the Attorney
which warrants further discussion.
General "is entitled to careful judicial
The reasons the Legislature
consideration and is generally regarded as highly
employs to explain its actions can
persuasive." Cella, supra at 74 & n.37. However:
be of countless levels of
specificity or generality and land
"[I]t is clear that the courts retain
might conceivably be acquired for
the power to determine for
general recreation purposes or for
themselves on a case by case basis
very explicit uses such as the
whether or not, and if so, to what
playing of baseball, the flying of
extent, the courts agree or disagree
kites, for evening strolls or for
with an advisory opinion of the
Sunday afternoon concerts.
Attorney General as to the proper
Undoubtedly, to the average man,
interpretation of some issue of
such land would serve as a park
law."
but at even a more legalistic level
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nevertheless subject [***23] to
it clearly can also be observed that
Article 97 if reasonable doubt
such land was acquired, in the
exists concerning their actual
language of Article 97, because it
status." (Emphases added.)
was a 'resource' which could best
be 'utilized' and 'developed' by
being 'conserved' within a park.
Id. at 142-143.
But it is not surprising that most
land taken or acquired for public
The critical question to be answered is not whether
use is acquired under the specific
the use of the land incidentally serves purposes
terms of statutes which may not
consistent with art. 97, or whether the land displays some
match verbatim the more general
attributes of art. 97 land, but whether the land was taken
terms found in Article 10 of the
for those purposes, or subsequent to the taking was
Declaration of Rights of the
designated for those purposes in a manner sufficient to
Constitution or in Articles 39, 43,
invoke the protection of art. 97. See Selectmen of
49, 51 and 97 of the Amendments.
Hanson v. Lindsay, 444 Mass. 502, 508-509, 829 N.E.2d
Land originally acquired for
1105 (2005) (art. 97 protections may arise where
limited or specified public
subsequent to taking for purposes other than art. 97, land
purposes is thus not to be excluded
is "specifically designated" for art. 97 purpose by deed
from the operation [***22] of the
or other recorded restriction). See also Toro v. Mayor of
two-thirds roll-call vote
Revere, 9 Mass. App. Ct. 871, 872, 401 N.E.2d 853
requirement for lack of express
(1980) (applicability of art. 97 hinged on whether land
invocation of the more general
had in fact been conveyed "to the conservation
purposes of Article 97. Rather the
commission . . . to maintain and preserve it for the use of
scope of the Amendment is to be
the public for conservation purposes"). In this case, while
very broadly construed, not only
it can be argued that the project site displays some of the
because of the greater broadness in
attributes of [**830] a park15 and serves the purpose of
'public purpose,' changed from
the utilization of natural resources -- in that it promotes
'public uses' appearing in Article
access to the waterfront and the [***24] sea -- this
49, but also because Article 97
specific use is incidental to the overarching purpose of
establishes that the protection to
urban renewal for which the land including the project
be afforded by the Amendment is
site was originally taken. Cf. Benevolent & Protective
not only of public uses but of
Order of Elks, Lodge No. 65 v. Planning Bd. of
certain express rights of the
Lawrence, 403 Mass. 531, 551-552, 531 N.E.2d 1233
people.
(1988), citing Papadinis v. Somerville, 331 Mass. 627,
"Thus, all land, easements and
632, 121 N.E.2d 714 (1954) (any benefit from disposition
interests therein are covered by
to private redeveloper of land taken for urban renewal
Article 97 if taken or acquired for
purposes is "incidental to the main purpose of the plan,
'the protection of the people in
which is the elimination of a substandard, decadent, or
their right to the conservation,
blighted open area").
development and utilization of the
agricultural, mineral, forest, water,
15 As the motion judge noted, a bronze plaque
air and other natural resources' as
located on the plaza designates the area as "Long
these terms are broadly construed.
Wharf Park," and the BRA's owned-land database
While small greens remaining as
identifies the area at the end of Long Wharf as a
the result of constructing public
"park."
highways may be excluded, it is
In Selectmen of Hanson v. Lindsay, supra, we held
suggested that parks, monuments,
that a [*616] town meeting vote to designate for
reservations, athletic fields,
conservation purposes land that had originally been taken
concert areas and playgrounds
for tax purposes did not subject that land to art. 97
clearly qualify. Given the spirit of
protections absent recordation of a restriction on the title.
the Amendment and the duty of
Without the execution or recordation of a deed
the General Court, it would seem
containing the conservation restriction, the land "never
prudent to classify lands and
became specifically designated for conservation purposes
easements taken or acquired for
in the first instance" and accordingly [***25] "was not
specific purposes not found
held for a specific purpose" under art. 97, so
verbatim in Article 97 as
"compliance with the provisions of art. 97 . . . was not
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and design objectives, certain objectives that are
required." Id. at 508-509. This was true despite the clear
consistent with art. 97 purposes. The 1964 urban renewal
intent of the town meeting members to hold the property
plan also contains vague descriptions of the project site
for conservation purposes. Id. at 505. As the plain
and Long Wharf generally that are consistent with its
language of art. 97 indicates, for land to be subject to the
current use as an open space.17 Most significantly, § 202
two-thirds vote requirement on disposition or use for
of the 1964 urban renewal plan, entitled "Planning
other purposes, it must be "taken or acquired for [the]
Objectives," states as one of its fifteen objectives, the
purpose" of protecting interests covered by art. 97. In
objective "[t]o provide public ways, parks and plazas
Selectmen of Hanson v. Lindsay, supra at 508-509,
which encourage the pedestrian to enjoy the harbor and
where the property had indisputably been acquired as a
its activities." In addition, in § 203, entitled "General
tax forfeiture and held as general corporate property, the
Design Principles," the plan lists several design
town had to deed the land to itself for conservation
principles, including:
purposes -- or record an equivalent restriction on the
deed -- in order for art. 97 to apply to subsequent
"3. To provide maximum opportunity
dispositions or use for other purposes. Here, where the
for [***28] pedestrian access to the
land at issue is but a small part of a much larger taking
water's edge.
effectuated for the purposes of urban renewal, it is
difficult to identify a "specific purpose" for which the
"4. To establish an orderly sequence
project site was acquired or held that would clearly bring
and
hierarchy of open spaces and views
it within the protection of art. 97.16 See id. at 509.
for both the pedestrian and the motorist.
16 We do not conclude that land taken [***26]
pursuant to an urban renewal plan is
automatically immune from art. 97. See note 19,
infra.
Because the spirit of art. 97 is derived from the
related doctrine of "prior public use," cases applying that
doctrine inform our analysis. See Rep. A.G., Pub. Doc.
No. 12, at 146 (prior public use doctrine "background
against which [art. 97] was approved"). See also Rep.
A.G., Pub. Doc. No. 14, 131 (1980) ("language of Article
97 must be read in conjunction with the judicially
developed doctrine of 'prior public use'"). The prior
public use doctrine holds that "public lands devoted to
one public use cannot be diverted to another inconsistent
public use without plain and explicit legislation
authorizing the diversion." Robbins v. Department of
Pub. Works, 355 Mass. 328, 330, 244 N.E.2d 577 (1969).
See [*617] Brookline v. Metropolitan Dist. Comm'n, 357
Mass. 435, 440, 258 N.E.2d 284 (1970), and cases cited.
However, that doctrine is only applicable "to those lands
which are in fact 'devoted to one public use'" (emphasis
added). [**831] Muir v. Leominster, 2 Mass. App. Ct.
587, 591, 317 N.E.2d 212 (1974), quoting Robbins v.
Department of Pub. Works, supra. In the Muir case, the
Appeals Court held the prior public use doctrine
inapplicable to the sale for commercial [***27] purposes
of a parcel of land, where that parcel had been conveyed
to a city as a gift with no limitation on its use but was in
fact used for thirty years as a playground and for other
recreational purposes. Muir v. Leominster, supra at 588589, 591 ("[i]n this case there had been neither prior
legislative authorization of a taking for a particular
purpose nor a prior public or private grant restricted to a
particular purpose").
Here, as the motion judge highlighted, the 1964
urban renewal plan enumerates, among its listed planning

"5. To establish a relationship
between buildings, open [*618] spaces
and public ways which provides
maximum protection to the pedestrian
during unfavorable weather conditions."

17 Section 204(1)(f) of the 1964 urban renewal
plan, under the heading "Sub-Area Design
Objectives," identifies a "developmental
characteristic[]" of the plan as: "The preservation
or redevelopment of wharves which retain the
historic tradition of fingers out into the harbor
and create active and intimate water inlets. Long
Wharf is to retain its historic position as the
farthest projection of land into the harbor, and
will become an observation platform."
By definition, G. L. c. 121B vests in the BRA the
authority to take or acquire "decadent, substandard or
blighted open area[s]" for the purpose of eliminating
those undesirable conditions (emphasis added). See G. L.
c. 121B §§ 11, 45, 47. However, it does not follow that,
where a comprehensive urban renewal plan calls for
some areas of a taking to be left open -- without a more
specific and particularized invocation [***29] of art. 97
purposes unique to those areas that effectively designates
those areas as separate and apart from the rest of the
taking -- a two-thirds vote of the Legislature is required
for any subsequent change in use or disposition of those
open areas. Nor do we find sufficient to invoke art. 97
protection the fact that a comprehensive urban renewal
plan may identify, among other objectives, some
objectives that are consistent with art. 97 purposes, or
where certain areas taken pursuant to that plan ultimately
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display some attributes of art. 97 land. A contrary rule
Nevertheless, we disagree with the BRA's contention
would be particularly nonsensical where the proposed
that it cannot possibly take land for art. 97 purposes
change in use or disposition that would purportedly
pursuant to its urban renewal powers under G. L. c.
trigger the two-thirds vote is made in furtherance of the
121B. The purposes served by urban renewal and by art.
goals of the particular urban renewal plan and is
97 are not mutually exclusive. Certainly, for the BRA to
otherwise appropriate.
take land by eminent domain, it must exist in a
"decadent, substandard, or blighted" condition. However,
Given the overarching purpose of the 1964 urban
where an urban renewal plan accompanying a taking
renewal plan to eliminate urban blight through the
clearly demonstrates a specific intent to reserve
comprehensive redevelopment of the waterfront area,
particular, well-defined areas of that taking for art. 97
including its revitalization through the development
purposes, the BRA conceivably may take land for such
[**832] of mixed uses and amenities, it cannot be said
purposes while remaining within its statutory authority.19
that the retention of certain open spaces, like the project
The recording of a restriction on the use of land
site, is sufficiently indicative of an art. 97 purpose as to
subsequent to a taking may also place land within the
trigger a two-thirds vote [***30] of the Legislature
[*620] protections of art. 97. See Selectmen of Hanson
should the BRA wish to slightly revise the use of certain
v. Lindsay, 444 Mass. 502, 504-506, 829 N.E.2d 1105
spaces in a manner consistent with the objectives of the
(2005). Furthermore, [***32] we disagree with the BRA
original urban renewal plan.18 The fact that the 1964
that the language of an order of taking is necessarily
Urban Renewal Plan (which covered a large [*619]
determinative of the applicability of art 97. Under certain
section of downtown Boston) provided in general terms
circumstances not present here, the ultimate use to which
for open spaces and pedestrian access to the water's edge
the land is put may provide the best evidence of the
is itself insufficient to invoke art. 97 protections for parts
purposes of the taking, notwithstanding the language of
of the original taking that ultimately serve those general
the original order of taking or accompanying [**833]
purposes. The single, fleeting reference in the 1964 urban
urban renewal plan. See Quinn Opinion, supra at 142renewal plan to an "observation platform" on Long
143.
Wharf similarly fails to adequately invoke the specific
purposes of art. 97.
19 We note, for example, that relying on the
Quinn Opinion, the office of the Attorney
18 Section 1101 of the 1964 urban renewal plan
General concluded in a December 16, 1997, letter
provides for modification of the plan, stating:
to the BRA director that City Hall Plaza in
Boston was subject to art. 97 and a two-thirds
"The Urban Renewal Plan may
vote of the Legislature was required to approve
be modified at any time by the
the construction of a hotel and parking garage on
Boston Redevelopment Authority
the site. The Attorney General's letter relied
provided that, if the general
primarily on the language of the Government
requirements, controls, or
Center urban renewal plan, which specifically
restrictions applicable to any part
stated that the site of City Hall Plaza "shall be
of the Project Area shall be
devoted to public open space," as well as the
modified after the lease or sale of
BRA's description of the Plaza at the unveiling of
such part, the modification is
the plan in 1963:
consented to by the Developer or
Developers of such part or their
"The strong focal point of the
successors and assigns. Where
Government Center will be the
proposed modifications will
new City Hall and the Government
substantially or materially alter or
Center Plaza. Comparable as a
change the Plan, the [***31]
monumental public space to the
modifications must be approved
most famous squares [***33] in
by the Boston City Council and
Europe . . . (the) City Hall and the
the State Division of Urban and
new plaza together will be
Industrial Renewal."
comparable in function and
relationship to the town meeting
house and common in an old-time
Although a modification clause certainly cannot
New England village" (emphasis
serve as a unilateral bar to the application of art.
in original).
97, the provision for modification demonstrates
the often fluid purposes for which land is taken
pursuant to an urban renewal plan.
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investment by any banking
b. Occurrence of triggering condition. Even if art. 97
association, trust company,
did apply to the project site, the issue would remain
savings bank, cooperative bank,
whether the department's issuance of the chapter 91
investment company, insurance
license constituted a disposition or change in use of the
company, executor, trustee, or
land triggering the two-thirds vote requirement. Although
other fiduciary, and any other
not necessary to our holding, we briefly address the
person who is now or may
issue.
hereafter be authorized to invest in
any mortgage or other obligation
The answer to this question depends on whether the
of a similar nature."
chapter 91 license is in fact a mere license, or if it is
more properly characterized as an easement. Although
the granting of an easement over art. 97 land constitutes
We conclude that, while the aforementioned
a disposition triggering the two-thirds vote requirement, a
characteristics of the chapter 91 license
disposition of any lesser property interest does not. See
acknowledge the economic value of the license,
Opinions of the Justices, 383 Mass. 895, 919, 424 N.E.2d
they do not make the license "tantamount to an
1092 (1981) (relinquishment by Commonwealth of any
easement," because the department has no
vestigial property interests in tidelands other than "lands
property interest in the project site over which to
and easements" would not trigger art. 97 voting
grant an easement.
requirement); Miller v. Commissioner of the Dep't of
21 In concluding that the department's issuance
Envtl. Mgt., 23 Mass. App. Ct. 968, 969-970, 503 N.E.2d
of the chapter 91 license constituted a disposition
666 (1987) (department's issuance [***34] of revocable
of the land, the motion judge relied on language
one-year permit to operate ski area did not trigger twofrom the Quinn Opinion, supra at 144, stating that
thirds vote under art. 97).
"all means of transfers or change of legal or
General Laws c. 91, § 15, states that "the grant of a
[***36] physical control are thereby covered,
license" under that chapter "shall not convey a property
without limitation." First, the notion that any
20
right." The [*621] BRA owns the project site, and
change of legal or physical control no matter how
accordingly, the BRA's right to lease the Long Wharf
small constitutes a disposition for art. 97
Pavilion to a restaurant operator derives not from the
purposes conflicts with our opinion in Opinions
chapter 91 license, but from the fact that the BRA owns
of the Justices, 383 Mass. 895, 918, 424 N.E.2d
the land. The chapter 91 license merely certifies that the
1092 (1981), issued after the Quinn Opinion, and
planned use, including the lease, complies with G. L. c.
with the Appeals Court's holding in Miller v.
91 and accompanying department regulations. It does
Commissioner of the Dep't of Envtl. Mgt., 23
not, as the motion judge concluded, transfer from the
Mass. App. Ct. 968, 969-970, 503 N.E.2d 666
department to the BRA "an extent of legal control over
(1987). Second, and perhaps more important, in
the land at issue."21 Any disposition triggering the
issuing the chapter 91 license, the department has
[**834] art. 97 voting requirement would need to be
not transferred legal control over the project site.
granted by the BRA -- as would be the case with the
As the agency charged with enforcing G. L. c. 91,
lease to the restaurant operator -- not to the BRA.
the department has no affirmative legal control
over the project site; it is merely vested with the
20 In support of their argument that the chapter
authority to ensure that uses that implicate G. L.
91 license confers a property right on the BRA,
c. 91 conform with its requirements and the
the plaintiffs point out that the license is not
accompanying regulations.
revocable at will but only for noncompliance,
The chapter 91 license itself is "granted upon the
lasts thirty years, runs with the land, and must be
express condition that any and all other applicable
recorded to be valid. In addition, any revocation
authorizations . . . shall be secured by the Licensee prior
of the chapter [***35] 91 license is considered a
to the commencement of any activity or use authorized
taking that requires just compensation for
pursuant to this License" (emphasis in original). The
"valuable structures, fillings, enclosures, uses or
license also states that it is "granted subject to all
other improvements built, made or continued in
applicable Federal, State,
[***37] County, and
compliance with said authorization or license." G.
Municipal laws, ordinances and regulations." Even if,
L. c. 91, § 15.
arguendo, the chapter 91 license created a property right,
Furthermore, G. L. c. 91, § 15, provides:
the right it created is a contingent [*622] future interest
and would not trigger the voting requirement until the
"A license issued pursuant to
interest vests on obtaining all necessary approvals.
this chapter is hereby made a
Nor does the issuance of the chapter 91 license
mortgageable interest lawful for
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chapter 91 license pursuant to G. L. c. 30A, § 14, we
constitute a "use[] for other purposes" that would trigger
remand the case to the Superior Court for proceedings
the legislative vote. For lands to which art. 97 does
consistent with this opinion.22
apply, art. 97 legislative approval is likely just one of the
many approvals a project proponent will need to acquire
22
We note, however, that with art. 97
in order to proceed with the project. These approvals are
inapplicable and relief in the form of mandamus
issued by various State and local regulatory agencies and
therefore inappropriate, we have serious doubts
are largely independent of one another, yet all are
whether the plaintiffs can demonstrate standing to
necessary to proceed with the project. It would make
otherwise challenge the chapter 91 license. The
little practical sense to condition the application for one
department's hearing officer concluded that the
such approval, in this case the chapter 91 license, on the
plaintiffs did not have standing because they
successful application for another approval. The chapter
failed to demonstrate that the issuance of the
91 license facilitates the change in use in the same way
license may cause them to "suffer an injury in
the zoning variances and other necessary approvals do. A
fact, which is different either in kind or
project proponent like the BRA could conceivably obtain
magnitude from that suffered by the general
the necessary approvals to change the use of land and, for
public which is within the scope of the public
myriad reasons, [***38] never follow through on the
interest protected by [G. L. c. 91]." See 310 Code
planned use. Article 97 requires a two-thirds vote of the
Mass. Regs. § 9.02. [***39] In her final decision,
Legislature prior to an actual change in use, not mere
the commissioner declined to adopt the hearing
preparations for that change.
officer's finding of a lack of standing because of
3. Conclusion. For the reasons discussed, we
her conclusion that the plaintiffs' challenge failed
conclude that art. 97 does not apply to the project site
on the merits.
and, therefore, a two-thirds vote of the Legislature is not
So ordered.
required to approve the planned redevelopment. Because
the motion judge did not review the issuance of the
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Docket #CP14-96-000
January 21, 2015
Letter from the Steering Committee of West Roxbury Saves Energy to the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission and to Senator Elizabeth Warren, Senator Ed Markey,
Congressman Stephen Lynch, State Rep. Ed Coppinger, State Sen. Mike Rush, Mayor
Martin Walsh, and the Boston City Council
Dear Commissioners of FERC and Elected Officials:
We are writing in regard to Spectra's Algonquin Incremental Market (AIM) expansion project,
docket #CP14-96-000, and in particular in regard to the portion of the AIM project designated as
the West Roxbury Lateral.
As the deadline for the Final Environmental Impact Statement approaches, we feel compelled to
go on record with our objections to a process that has not been transparent and that has not
considered adverse impacts to an existing residential neighborhood in locating a high-pressure
transmission lateral as part of AIM. It also has not truly considered alternatives to the local
supply requests. And, further, it has not taken into account the cumulative impacts of related
projects.
In addition, our requests for health and safety information and/or reviews in regard to placing a
high-pressure line and M&R station in a densely populated neighborhood and adjacent to an
active, blasting quarry have gone unaddressed.
In conclusion, we believe that the AIM project requires further study and information prior to
approval. However, if FERC feels it must approve the AIM project, then we request that you
sever the West Roxbury Lateral, as it is not integral to the project and its sole purpose is to
provide gas to one local distribution company without identifying reasonable alternatives.
Thank you for addressing our concerns and for your assistance.
Respectfully,
Rickie Harvey
Chair of the Steering Committee of West Roxbury Saves Energy
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